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·· .JOSEPH A . .ALEXANDER, Plar·nti:ff in Error, 
versus 
MIRIAM D. HILL, Defendant in Err.or. 
-.-, , •. : 1 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR AND 
SUPE,RSeDEAS. 
To .. the Ilonomble Chief Justice and JJtices of the Supreme 
Court of.Appeals of Virginia: 
•l I\ .-
Th~, plaintiff in error, Joseph A. exander, represents 
unto. this ho1;1orable court that he is aggrrieved by a final judg-
ment. of the Law and Equity Court oft e City of Richmond, 
Virginia, in the sum of Three Hundr d ($300.00) Dollars, 
rendered against him on September 1 , 1938, with interest 
from said date and costs, in favor of M·riam D. Hill, defend-
ant in error. 
In the court below Miriam D. Hill _as the plaintiff and 
Joseph A. Alexander wa~ the defendan: 
HISTORY OF OAS . r 
This was an action instituted by the :&ling of a notice of 
motion for judgment seeking damages or injuries resulting 
from alleged negligence on the part of he defendant in and 
about the performing of an operation pon plaintiff for the 
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purpose of removing eleven of *plaintiff's teeth. The 
2* defendant in the court below filed his plea of not guilty 
and his gTounds of defense on February 15, 1938. The, 
case came on for trial which was begun on April 25, 1938. 
At thP. conclusion of plaintiff's evidence, the defendant, by 
counsel, dP.murred in writing to the said evidence introduced 
by the plaintiff, and the plaintiff, by counsel, :filed a joinder 
in writing to the said demurrer. Thereupon, the jury was 
required to assP.ss damages, said jury returning the follow-
ing verdict, to-wit: 
''If upon the demurrnr to tlrn evidence the court be of 
opinion for the plaintiff, then we, the jury, upon the issue 
joined find for the plaintiff. and assess lwr damages at Three 
Hundred ($~00.00) Dollars, but if for the defendant, we find 
for the defendant.'' 
After argument of counsel the court overruled the said 
demurrer to the ,widence, to which action of the court the 
defendant, by counsel, excepted. J udg·ment was thereupon 
entered by the court upon the verdict of the jury. 
FACTS OF THE CASE. 
The plaintiff, a married woman, had bnen suffering with 
rheumatism or arthritis, or as the plaintiff hersP.lf expressed 
it. "I suffered with pain in my limbs, back, head and face," 
(Record, pa~·e 20), and had for two years been under the 
care of Dr. LiehPrt, an ostP.opath practicing in the City 
3* of Richmond, Virginia. *Upon the advice of Dr. Liebert, 
the plaintiff went to the office of the defendant, Dr. 
Joseph A. Alexander. an exodonist practicing his profession 
in the 1City of Richmond, Virginia. The initial visit made by 
the plaintiff to dP-fcndant 's office was for the purpose of hav-
in,g an X-ray madi; of her teeth. The X-ray pictures upon 
being developed indicated that several of plaintiff's teeth 
were diseased and constituted a possible and probable source 
of the poison in plaintiff's system. The defendant, Dr. Joseph 
A. Alexander, thereupon advised plaintiff that eleven of her 
teeth should be removed and an artificial plate inserted. The 
artificial plate was to be made by one Dr. Harry L. Ruth, a 
specialist in this field. 
The plaintiff consented to the proposed removal of the 
eleven tMth. and requestPd Dr.· Alexander to .administer 
"gas" rather than n local anesthetic such as ''procaine'~ or 
"novocaine ". nncl a]so requested that all eleven teeth be re-
moved at "one sitting" (RP.cord, pagP. 18). 
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On ,February 13. 1938~ the day follow· g the taking of the 
X-rays, the plaintiff. again presented h self at Dr. Alexan-
·der 's office, and was prepared by the nur e in Dr. Alexander's 
office for the operation, said operatio being the removal 
of the elew~n teeth above rPf erred to. i genera. l anesthetic 
was given plaintiff. by defendant and t~e eleven teeth re-
moved, after which the plaintiff r~turned to her home 
4* with directions. ''to m:ie *a mouth~ash and warm salt 
and at first t.o keep an ice bag on . y face and then hot 
applications'' (Record, page 23). Aft r plaintiff returned 
to her home and in response to severi telephone calls by 
plaintiff Dr . .AlexandP.r called at her ho e and. inspected the 
condition of her mouth. Plaintiff also alled at defendant's 
office two or three times to havP Dr. A exander inspect her 
mouth. Plaintiff's last visit to Dr. Alex~nder's office was on 
or about March 7, 1938, at which time Rlaintiff's only com-
plaint was of sorem~ss in her mouth, ' 
1 
My month was ter-
ribly sore and I had common sense enough to know tha~ 
tha. t was natural under the circnmsta11ces" (Record, page 26). · On March 7. 1938, plaintiff went to D~. Harry L. Ruth for 
the purpose of having him make for her fill "artificial plate". 
Two da'ys latP.r, March 9, 1938, Dr. Ruth took an "impres-
sion" of plaintiff's mouth from which ~.e made for plaintiff 
an ''artificial plate''. On March 12, 193~, Dr. Ruth inserted 
the "artificial plate". and. "on that day the case was com-
pleted" (Record, pap;e 31). Dr. Ruth 1iext saw plaintiff on 
1\farch rn. 1938. at which time he filled o:be of· her lower teeth 
and cleaiwd a11 of them. On April 21, 1938, plaintiff re-
turned to Dr. Ruth and the '' artificial 11>late '' was relaid or 
re based in order '' to compensate for the shrinkage of the 
tissues that had taken place during that month" (Record, 
page 31). On October 25, 1938, six montlls afte.r the ''arti-
ficial plate'' wa8 madP.. plaintiff. reforned to Dr. Ruth 
5'* complaining '*that the plate did noti fit and was uncom-
fortable in her mouth. · Dr. Ruth thheupon removed the 
plate, X-rayed her mouth and discovere] that several small 
fragments of root still r~mained in pla ntiff 's mouth, these 
fragmr.nts of root being located in the sockets of the teeth 
removed by Dr .... i\.lexander. These fra ments of root were 
then removPd by Dr. Ruth and a new 4'impression" taken, 
from which new "impression" a seco d '' artificial plate" 
was made hv Dr. Ruth. 
Dr. Ruth testifiP-d that ~t the time he too,k the impression 
for the first "artificial plate" ther~ was nothing- which could 
be seen by a thorough examination of pl intiff 's mouth which 
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would indicate to a dentist that there were fragments of root 
embedded in the sockets from which tlrn teeth had been re-
mow~d by Dr. Alexander, and nothing to put a dentist on 
notice that the plaintiff's mouth was not in condition for a 
proper fitting of the plate. Dr. Ruth's testimony in this con-
nection was : 
"Q. Dr. Ruth, at the time. some six or seven months be-
fore, when the first plate was made, did you observe any-
thing· wrong with this lady's gums and mouth which would 
have indicated that it was not proper to have fitted the plate 
in her mouth at that time 1 
'' A. No, I did not." 
The only testimony offered by the plaintiff was that of 
Dr. Harry L. Ruth, L. A. Hill, plaintiff's husband, and 1\Irs.· 
Miriam D. Hill, the plaintiff. No ~effort was made by 
6* the plaintiff to introduce any evidence of negligence on 
the part of the defendant, Dr. Alexander, and the plain-
tiff contented herself with thP. introduction of evidence to 
the effect: ( 1) That after the removal of the eleven teeth 
above referred to there remained in the sockP.ts of several of 
these teeth small fragments of root; ( 2) That the def end-
ant, Dr. Alexander, represented to the plaintiff that he had 
obtained a good result when, in fact, an unsatisfactory re-
sult was had; (8) That the presence of the fragments of root 
necessitated the making of a second '' artificial plate'' and 
·likewise cuused the plaintiff some pain and suffering·. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
"The trial court erred in overruling the demurrer filed by 
the plaintiff in error to the evidence produced by the def end-
ant in error. 
The sole assig11mcnt of error relates to the act of the trial 
court in overruling the demurrer filed by the plaintiff in 
error to the evidence of the defendant in error, and this as-
signment comprehends the whole of the case, and it will be 
considered under certain natural subdivisions in this peti-
tion. 
QUESTIONS INVOLVED. 
The sole issue in this appeal is whether or not the trial 
court errP.d in overruling the demurrer to the *evidence. 
7* In order to detPrmine the correctness of the trial court's 
decision, it appears to us that two questions are in-
volved: 
I 
I 
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1. In an action against a physician,! surgeon or dentist, 
is a physician, surp:eon or dentist an in~urer of good or sat-
isfactory results of bis treatment, or is it incumbent upon 
the plaintiff to prove by a preponder~nce of the evidence 
that the defendant bas negligently injur~d the plaintifff 
2. In the absence of evidence sho~ng that the dentist 
knew or in the exercise of ordinary care should have known 
of the presence of the root fra~;ment~ can the failure to 
disclose to the patient the presence of such root fragments 
serve as evidence of a negligent operati n, or in the absence 
of evidence that the approved practice! would demand such 
a disclosurA, even if their presence wJre known or should 
have been known, can the failure to disblose under such cir-
cumstances serve as evidence of a negligent operation 7 
I 
THE DEFENDANT'S fASE. 
In connection with an orderly de~elipment of the argu-
ment of plaintiff in error both on the facts, on reason and 
principle, and on authority, the attention *of the court 
s• is invited to the following points: I 
1. The burden of proof was on the waintiff to sl10w neg-
JigcncP. on the part of the defendant, ~nd this the plaintiff 
failed to do. f 
2. The fact that sevP-ral fragments of root were left in 
plaintiff's mouth after the operation cah only be considered 
an unfortunate result of the operatio~. It is well settled 
that bad results taken by themselves al~ne are not sufficient 
to sustain a verdict ag·ainst a physicia!l-, surgeon or dentist 
for malpractice. I 
3. The doctrine of res ipsa loq1iitur qoes not apply in ac-
tions ag·ainst physicians, surgeons or dentists for malprac-
tice, and in particular· the presence in jplainti:ff's mouth of 
several f rag-men ts of root after the oper tion in which eleven 
teeth were extracted does not justify t e application of the 
doctrine of res ipsa loqwitur, since it c n only be viewed as 
a bad rPsult and must be supported b other evidence in 
order to sustain a verdict. 
4. Until it is shown by competent exp rt evidence that the 
defendant knew or should have known oi the presence of the 
frag111ents of root in the plaintiff's mo th, and until it has 
been shown that approved practice wo Id demand the dis-
closure of the presence of such root frrup1l!ents even if their 
presence were known or should have be n known, the failure 
to disclose the presence of the root f ra 'men ts cannot serve 
as evidence of a negligent operation. I 
I 
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9* 11DEFENDANT IN ERROR '.S THEORY OF CASE. 
The defendant in error's notice of motion apparently pro-
ceeded on two theories, First, that the defendant negligently 
performed an operation on her mouth in that several particles 
of root were allowed to remain in the sockets when in the 
exercise of due care on the part of the defendant they should 
have been removed, and Second, that the defendant, with 
full knowledge of the existence of the above-mentioned frag-
ments of root in plaintiff's mouth, neg·lig·ently failed to dis-
close this information to plaintiff, thereupon breaching .a 
duty owed plaintiff by defendant. 
. Had the plaintiff produced evidence to show that the de-
fendant omitted anything that should have been done, or was 
negligent in anything that he did do, we agree that it would 
~hen have been proper to have submitted the question to _the 
Jury. 
Had the plaintiff introduced any evidence to show that 
the defendant knew or should have known of the presence 
of the fragments .of root in the plaintiff's mouth after the 
operation, supplemented by some evidence that the defend-
ant then should have disclosed this information to the plain-
tiff, we agree that again a jury issue would have been pre-
sented. 
But we earnestly contend that the trial court was in error 
in allowing -evidence that defendant told the plaintiff that 
he had secured a good result to serve as *evidence that 
10* defendant was guilty of having negligently operated 
on plaintiff's mouth. It is apparent to us, and, we be-
lieve, it will likewise be apparent to the court that the trial 
court confused tlie two theories, and without sufficient evi-:-
dence to support either theory allowed piecemeal proof of 
each theory to be combined. 
It is our position that in order fot the plaintiff to have 
recovered on the theory of a negligent operation, it was in-
cumbent upon the plaintiff to prove the following things : 
1. The approved and proper method of extracting eleven 
teeth under a general anesthetic in this or similar communi-
·ties. 
2. That defendant deviated or in some way failed to live 
up to the proper and approved method, and this by expert 
testimony. 
3. That this· failure on the part of the defendant proxi-
mately caused the injuries complained of. 
In ordPr for the plaintiff to recover on the theory that 
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the defendant negligently failed to dis lose to the plaintiff 
that frap;ments of root remained in hler mouth after the 
operation, we submit that it was incumtent upon the plain-
tiff to prove : 
1. That the defendant knew or shoul;· have known of the 
presence of the. roots. 
2. That it is always approved and pr per practice for all 
fragments of root remaining after an extraction *to be 
11 • removed even at the expense of more seriously damag·-
ing the patient's mouth. · [ 
3. That, even assuming defendant knew of the existence 
of said fragments of root, approved hnd proper practice 
under the circumstances and conclitiq_rts~surrounding the ex-
tractions in the instant case required t at they be removed. 
4. That the failure of the defendant o disclose the inf or-
ma tion concerning· the presence of thJ roots proximately 
caused the injuries complained of. · 
While there is no ref ercncc to this i the record now be-
fore this court, we believe that it wi.11 bel admitted by all par-
ties that the Trial Judge during oral artjment stated to coun-
sel that the statements alleged to hav~ been made by the 
defendant to the effect that he had obtail}ed a good result was· 
the only evid,mce introduced by the plafntiff which was suf-
ficient to take the case to the jury, and that, as we have 
p~inted out abo!e, is what ;1e believe torbe th~ error that the 
trial court fell mto when 1t allowed su h evidence to serve 
as evidence of a negligent operation. 
PRACTIC1Ui EF!FECT OF TRIAL crURT'S HOLDING. 
If it be admitted that the trial comt ~as correct in allow-
ing evidence that the defendant <l0.ntist 1~epresented to the 
plaintiff p~tient that he lu~cl obtained ~ I g-~?d .result to. serve 
as evidence of a noghgcnt operah n ·"'t]us would nmne-
12* diately open up a 110w :ind fool-p ·oof channel f01· dis-
p;nmtled patients to hal'ass any m ] all physicians, sur-
µ;cons or cfontists to whom they had . ubmitted themselves 
for any oneration, for all that would b neeessary in order 
to present a jury question in any co. P- would be for the 
plaintiff patient to testify that the p 1ysician, surgeon or 
dentist had told him or her that the op ration had been suc-
cessful, and then to pres011t evidence tl 1at a satisfactory re-
sult had not been obtained by the oper t.ion, and then, with-
out any evidencP- whatsoever a8 to wl '.r a good result had 
not been obtained, tlrn case would he a owed to g-o to a lay 
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jury and they would be given the privilege of guessing and 
speculating· whether or not some medical expert had breached 
a duty owed to his patient. As former Chief Justice Taft 
said in the case of Ewin,q v. Goode, 78 Fed. 442: 
'' A physician is not a warrantor of cures. If the maxim 
'•res i,psa loquitur' were applicable to a case like this, and a 
failure to cure be hP.]d to be evidence, however slight, of 
negligence on the part of the physician or surgeon causing 
the result, f cw would be courageous enough to practice the 
healing art, for they would have to assume the financial lia-
bility for nearly all the 'ills that flesh is heir to'." 
13* *THE E:XPERT TESTIMONY. 
As we have pointed out before, plaintiff introduced only 
one expert witness, Dr. Harry L. Ruth, the dentist who made 
thP. '' artificial plate'' for Mrs. Hill, and for the convenience 
of the court we will incorporate at this point in our petition 
the entire testimony given by Dr. Ruth. 
''DR. HARRY RUTH, 
a wi tne8s called on behalf of the plaintiff and b~ing first 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
'' Examined by Mr. Keiningham: 
"Q. Dr. Ruth, your full name is Harry Ruth? 
"A. That is rig·ht. 
'' Q. "'What is your address¥ 
'' A. Office f 
''Q. Yes. 
'' A. Methodist Building. 
"Q. What is your profession? 
"A. Dentistry. 
'' Q. In the general practice of dentistry? 
"A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. How long have you been practicing! 
'' A. Some thirtP.en years or a little over. 
14* •"Q. Yon arc licensed in thP. State of Virginiaf 
"A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. From what sehool did you gTaduate? 
"A. Medical ColleQ.·e of Virginia. 
''Q. Dr. Ruth, do you know Mrs. HilU Are you acquainted 
with Mrs. Hill? 
''A. Yes. 
"Q. You made some plates for Mrs. Hill and operated on 
her upper jaw to remove some rootsf 
c, A. Yes. 
"Q. Have you the records and X-ra plates in CourU 
''A. Yes. 
'' Q. Will you tell us when you first saw Mrs. Hill, if yo11 
can. I 
'' A. I first saw Mrs. Hill a da.y or t\\~ prior to the rec0rd 
of this first eng·ag·ement which was on March "9th, 1937.. 
'' Q. March 9th was the day when yl ou really started to 
work1 
'' A. Tlia t is right. 
"Q. What did you do that ·day! j 
'' A. Took an impression, an initial impression. of the upper 
jaw. I 
"Q. ·what was the next day you Sa'\V :b,ed 
'' A. The 10th. j 
"Q. ·what did you do that dayi 
'' A. The second step. 
''Q. W11at was that? 
., 'A. Another impression. 
'' Q. 'When did you see her next t 
'' A. The 11th. 
15* *n Q. vYhat did you do that da ? 
'' A. vVe tried in some teeth, what we call a try-in" 
'' Q. "What was the next time you sa~ her f 
'' A. The 12th. On that day the case !was completed. 
'' Q. When did you next. see Mrs. Hill? 
'' A. I next saw Mrs. Hill on the 15thfl 
'' Q. 15tl1 of wl1at t 
'' A. Of Mar-ch. . 
"Q. Then what h~pp~ned that day? 
'' A. vVe put a fill mg m a lower toot1 for her and cleaned 
lier lower teeth. 
'' Q. vVhen did you next see her? 
"A. On April 26th. 
'' Q. What happened that day? 
'' A. On the 26th we did what we ca 1 a relining or a r~. 
basing of the first plate. 
"Q. vVhy did you do that? I 
"A. That was to compensate ·for the !shrinkage of the tis-
sues that had taken place during that onth. 
'' Q. When did you next see Mrs. H ll 1 
"A. I didn't sec Mrs. Hill for any dental work that we 
made a record of until October 25th. 
'' Q. What happened that day? 
'' A. We removed four roots. 
'' Q. From where? 
'' A. The upper right jaw. 
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"Q. Which teeth were they, Doctor, which sockets 7 
'~ A .. There is some gentleman present here that was kind 
enough to write that down one a{ternoon. If I could call on 
him, I could give it as :recoi:ded .. 
"Q. I happen to be the man. 
16"' '4t"Mr. Parrish:. We also· talked fo. Dr. Ruth. We 
have no obj.ection. It is very hard to read those X-rays~ 
We took it down: On the right side,· first bicuspid, second 
bicuspid and two roots of the upper rig·ht first molar. 
"Mr. Keiningham: On the- right side I have got second 
uppe:r: bicnspid, one 1·oot and fhst bicuspid two roots. and 
cuspid one root. 
"Mr. Parrish: vVe didn't get the same thing. 
'' The Court: The controversy about what was done- I 
~an 't let go in evidence. The discussion between connsel is 
not in evidence, Gentlemen. You will have to disregard thaL 
If .that refreshes his mind he may g·o al1ead and say what. the 
X-ray shows .. 
"(; A. I wish I had access to this gentleman's report that 
I gave him and we could use· that as conclusive, the last time 
this was. discussed. 
'' The Court : A written report 1 
'' Mr. Parrish: There was· a conference- at wI1icI1 were 
present several people, Mr. Heflin, myself and Dr. Wash ancl 
Dr. Alexander and Dr. Ruth, at which I suppose an hour 
was spent in looking- at those X-rays to be sure- to identify 
thP. correct teeth. The-re is no reJ?ort. There were only pen-
cil notes made at the time by Mr. Heflin but I think s·everaI 
doctors looked at the X-rays at that time and agreed on 
the idP.ntification of the tf!eth for whatev-er that is worth. 
That is just information, not evidence, but all the doctors: 
agreed that it w·as a very difficult matter, after a: lapse of' 
time, to identify the teeth from the X-rays and that was the 
conclusion they finally reached. We arc neither asking for 
nor objecting to the 11sc of thC' notes. 
'' The Court: If it will help the doctor and there is no 
objection to it. I will let him look them over. 
'' A. If I may Ray a word-I don't know whether it is in 
order-I don't seo how this rceord could in anv wav influ-
ence the testimony. It is just tcc]micnl. ., · 
'' The rourt: I will let von look at tlic record and see if 
it helps you to refresh yo11r memory u 
J 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
17* 
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''Mr. Keiningham: No objectio to using the record. 
*"Mr. Parrish: It is no rP.cord in any sense except 
a memorandum made by Mr. Hefilin of the conversa-
tion. • [ 
"l\fr. Keiningham: That will be all right. 
"Mr. Parrish: I will hand to him, tcf aid his recollection, 
a copy of the memorandum that was jade at this confer-
ence. 
'' Q. ( The question was read as f ollo.wl: Which teeth were 
they, Doctor~ which sockets f) · 
'' A. The root of the first bicuspid, ri ·ht side, the root of 
the second bicuspid and two roots of ~he upper right first 
molar. I 
'' By Mr. Keiningham: 
"Q. How many in the first molar? 
''A. Two. 
''Q. First and second bicuspid 1 
"A. That is ·right. 
"Q. And how about on the left side 1 
I 
"A. This was done on November 2nd Upper left central 
root and the root of tl1e upper left first , icuspid and the root 
of the upper left second bicuspid. I 
"Q. Doctor, will you describe just wltat you had to do to 
g·et those roots out 1 I · 
. ,, A. v\Tell, I will try to describe in language that you will 
understand. 
'' By the 1Court: 
"Q. I understand from that you took out some roots from 
six different teeth 1 
'' A. That is right. 
'' Q. Three on the rig·ht upper and th ec on the left upper 
side? 
"A. Yes. You want me to describe t you what I did? 
''By Mr. Keiningham: 
"Q. Yes. 
'' A. ·well, we made an inc1s10n ·long enoug·h to in-
18* clu<lc *the area occupied by these oots, parted the tis-
sue and with the use of instrumc ts were able to· re-
move the roots. 
"Q. Doctor, would you mind showin.~· the Jury on ~vom· 
own mouth just about the position in t e upper jaw where 
the roots came from 1 
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'' A. The root of the first bicuspid would be here, the root 
of the second bicuspid would be here and the two roots of 
the two molars would be directly behind that. 
'' By the Court : 
"Q. Then what comes next? How many more do you get 
to before you get to the wisdom teeth? 
'' A. There is one more molar and then the tooth behind 
that is the wisdom tooth. The left side-the root of the up-
per· left central would be here, the root of the upper left first · 
bicuspid would be here and the root of the upper left. second 
bicu·spid would be next to that. 
"By Mr. Keiningham: 
"Q. Doctor, as a result of the operation on Mrs. Hill's 
jaw, what effect did that have on wearing the temporary 
plate? 
"Mr. Parrish: v\Te object to that question. What tem-
porary plate are you talking about? 
''Mr. Keiningham: He states he made a plate for. her. 
· "Mr. Parrish: She had been wearing it six ~onths at 
the time. There was no question of a temporary plate. We 
object to that. 
'' The Court: Objection overruled. 
'' Mr. Parrish: Exception. 
"A.. Well, it injured the fit of the case, naturally. 
'' By. Mr. Keiningham : 
"Q. In what way? 
'' A. Well, there wore some parts removed over which this 
case fitted at on~· time. 
'' Q. A.s a result of this operation was it necessary to make 
the second plate? 
19• ~,'A. That is what I advised, yes, sir. 
"Q. .And you did make the second plate? 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. Doctor, it has been stated here that there was a con-
ference there between Dr. Alexander and several other doc-
tors and yourself. At this confer.ence was there any denial 
that these were the roots of the teeth that Dr. Alexander ex-
tracted? 
"l\Ir. Parrish: I object to that. 
'' The Court: Objection sustained. 
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'' By the Court : 
''Q. These particles of root that were aken out, were they 
picked up by the X-ray, and did I und~rst~l!d yqu--:I think 
I did-that the X-ray was made. before this operation; and 
that is the X-ray that was made before? · • : · 
'' A.. Yes. 
'' CROSS EXA.MIN.A.T]ON. 
. . I 
"By Mr. Parrish: I 
"Q. Dr. Ruth, at the time, some six ~r seven months be-
fore, when the first plate was made, did -you observe any-
thing wrong with this lady's· g,;ims -and'.mouth which would 
have .indica_ted that it w~s not proper to have fitted the plate 
in her mouth at that time, 
"A.. No, I did not." (Record, pages 29-37.) 
. ·. . I 
DEFENDANT'S REPRES.ENTATIONS TO PLAINT]FF 
OF GOOD RESUL~ .. 
Likewise for the convenience of the Jourt ;<!, will at tl:tis 
point quote the test~mony of Mr. and JMrs. Hill which re-
ferred to the alleged representations bwr defendant that he 
l1ad obtained a good result. 
''Mrs. Miriam D. Hill · 
. I 
20* *""" * * The following week :Mr. ~fn called Dr . .Alex-
ander to my home again on account of the intense suf-
fering from the place that the teeth we~e extracted. I went 
back to Dr. Alexander two or three time$ after that and went 
to his office and the last time he looked jat my mouth and he 
said that everything was all right and I then asked him for 
the name of a dentist to make an arti cial denture and he 
gave me the name of a dentist" (Recor , pages 11-12). 
''L.A. Hill-Direct: 
'' Q. Did he say anything to you abou any roots being left 
in your wife's mouth Y , 
'' A. He said he made a clean job, the e was· nothing at all 
left" (R.ecord, page 41). , 
It is obvious _that none of the state nts referred to, as-
suming that they were made as related y the witnesses, can 
possibly have any bearing on the. ques ion of negligence in 
the absence of expert testimony. The atements simply in-
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dicate that Dr. Alexander in good faith, and as far as the 
record shows, in the exercise of that care which the law 
presumes that he did exercise in the absence of proof to the 
contrary, thought that the patient's mouth was all right and 
that everything· was all clear. There is not a word of evi-
dence, either lay err professional, that he should have lmow1'i 
of the existenoo of the particles remaining in the plaintiff's 
gums, or that he should have removed them if he had known 
of them. There is no sug·gestion that he acted in bad faith 
to deceive the plaintiff. On the contrary, the evidence is 
that he examined the mouth of the plaintiff on a number 
of occasions and found no evidence of anything wrong. "While 
it is not, of course, necessary for the def.endant in this case 
to prove that he was free from negligence *we again 
21 * call the court's attP.ntion to the fact that Dr. Ruth found 
nothing wrong· with the plaintiff's mouth or gums when 
he fitted the plate just one week after the patient had left Dr. 
Alexander (Record, page 37). 
ARGU}IENT OF AUTHORITY. 
The attention of the conrt is invited to a few of the broad, 
fundamental principles applicable in actions against physi-
cians, surgeons and dentists for malpractice which may 
fairly be deduced from the leading· Virginia cases on this sub-
ject. These principles are as follows: 
1. A nhysician, surgeon or denfo;t is only required to ex-
ercise that degTee of ordinary expertness and diligence which 
is common to and exercised by the average of the members 
of the profession in g·ood standing in the same or similar 
localities and in the same and similar line of practice, re-
g·ard being had to tlw state of medical science at the time 
and to the degreP. of advancement in the same or similar lo-
calities in the snecialty practiced by the physician, surgeon 
or dentist in question .. 
2. A l)hysician, surgeon or dentist does not insure the re-
sults of his treatnwnt to be P.ither good or satisfactory. 
3. The standard for the measurement of the skill exer-
cised by the 1Jhysician, surgeon or dentist and the method 
of its exercise can only be judg·ccl upon by the testimony of 
medical men of good standing; in the same line •X<of prac-
22* ticc, and the jm·y cannot set up an arbitrary standard 
of its own. 
4. The doctrine re.~ ipsn loq'll#ur does not apply in RG-
tions agninst physicians, surg·eons or dentists for failing to 
use due ca re in his professional treatment of a patient, but 
I 
I 
I 
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there must be affirmative proof that he If ailed to measure up 
to the standard above rP.f erred to. _ I 
5. Failure to disclose to a patient t~at an unsatisfactory 
result was had cannot serve as evidence, of a neglig·ent treat-
ment where no evidence is introduced toj show that the physi-
cian, surgeon or dentist knew or shoulfl have known of un-
satisfactory results., and where no evp.dence is introduced 
that had physician, surgeon or dentist iknown of unsatisfac-
tory results it was his duty in the parti6ular case to disclose 
this information to his pat~ent. / 
I 
The principles of. law applicable to ~alpractice cases set 
forth above in thP. form of a few simple rules are supported 
by the overwhelming weight of authority, and arc well recog-
nized in Virginia. I 
The leading case in the United Stater, is Eiving v. Goode, 
78 Fed. 442. and inasmuch as this case is the principal au-
thority relied upon in the leading Virg·ipia case of Hunter v. 
Burrou_qhs, 12::l Va. 113, it will be discussed in advance of 
the Virginia cases. The late Chief ,J ~stice Taft ( then a 
United .States Circuit Judge} delivere? the opinion of the 
Circuit Court for the Southern District of Ohio. 
23* *In this case the defendant physician had operated 
on the plaintiff's eye for catara1t, and following the 
operation glaucoma developed. The £1deral court, like our 
own court, held that there must be mor.e than a scintilla of 
evidence to justify submission of thei· ssue to a jury, and 
held that the facts did not show more t an a scintilla of evi-
dence of negligence on the part of the efendant. 
Judge Taft said : · 
'' Before the plaintiff can recover s e must show by af-
:firma tive evidence-1st. that the defen ant was unskillful or 
negligent; and 2nd, that his want of sl ill or care caused in-
jury to the plaintiff. If either element · lacking- in her proof 
she has presented no case for the cons deration of the jury. 
The naked facts that defendant perfo cd operations upon 
her eyes and that pain followed; and thaJsubsequently the eye 
was in such a bad condition tlrnt it liad o be extracted estab-
lish neither the neglect nor the lack f treatment, nor the 
causal connection between it and the nfortunate event. A 
physician is not a warrantor of cures If the maxim 'res 
ipsa loquitur' were applicable to a cage Flrn this, and a failure 
to cure were held to be evidence, ho,~ever slight, of negli-
gence on the part of the physician, surgeon or dentist cau8-
ing the bad result, few would be coura< eons enong-h to prnl'· 
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tice the healing- art, for they would have to assume financial 
liability for nearly all the 'ills that flesh is heir to'." 
Hivnte·r v. Burrou,_ghs, 123 Va. 113. 
Plaintiff suffered X-ray burns and produced expert evi-
dence (see opinion, page 144) that defendant physician did 
not use due care in advising and applying the X-ray treat-
ments, and applied them too frequently and in too g1·eat 
strength. 
Held: Verdict of jury for plaintiff was sustained. 
24* *In this case the physician was held liable but the 
opinion by Judge Sims contains an exhaustive and 
valuable treatment of the. law of malpractice, and illustrate~ 
principles exactly in accordance with the view set forth in 
this petition. 
The opinion by Judge Taft in Eu;ing v. Goode, S'U,pra, is 
approved (opinion, pages 135-6-7), but Judge Sims draws a 
just distinction in connection with Judge Taft's lang·uage, 
"if * • * a failm·e to cure were held to be evidence, however 
slight, of negligence on the part of the physician or surgeon 
causing tbP. bad results. few would be courageous enough to 
practice the healinA' a rt'', saying: · 
"The opinion thereupon holds, in substance, that there 
was, aside from the result. no P.vidence whatever for the 
plaintiff of neµ:ligence or unskillfulness of the defendant in 
the manner of the performance of the operation by him or his 
treatment; and that the sole addition to the scintilla of evi-
dence afforded by the unfavorable result of the operation 
was the negligence of the defendant's office girl.'' 
A fair statemfmt of the doctrine of l11tnter v. Burroitghs_, 
in this respect is that a bad result, standing by itself alone, is 
not sufficient to raise an inference of neg·ligence, but if there 
is other evidence of negligence, a bad result may be consid-
ered along· with the other facts and circumstances. It is 
plaintiff in error's contention that in the instant case the1re 
ivas no evide~zce of negligence and that the resiilt does stand 
by itself alone. 
Hunter v. Burrou.,qhs, further holds: 
1. That the doctrine res ipsa loq1tifor does not ,a,ap-
25* ply in malpractice cases, but that there must be evi-
dencP. on behalf of the plaintiff other than the bad re-
sult, and there must be some expert evidence on behalf of the 
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plaintiff, unless this deficiency is supp · ed by defendant's 
witnesses. (Opinion, pages 135-9, 140-2.) 
2. That issues of fact involving speci~d methods of tr~at- . 
ment in malpractice cases ·oug·ht to be -~ecided only by the 
standards fixed by experts, and the jury cannot set up an 
arbitrary standard of its own. (Opinion~ pages 128, 131, 136, 
131.) I 
3. That if the proof leaves it equally ~robable that the bad 
result complained of may have been due 1to a cause or causes 
for which the defendant was not respo sible as to a cause 
or causes for which he was responsible, the plaintiff cannot 
recover. ( Opinion, page 142.) 
Fox v. Mason, 139 Va. 667. 
In discussing the g·eneral principles applicable to physicians, 
liability for malpractice, Judge Holt said.: 
'' A failure to cure is not enough in itsllf to raise an inf er-
ence of negligence in the diagnosis and reatment adopted.'' 
Edwards v. Tlland. 
'' But his ( the physician's) engagement is not to cure the 
patient nor does he insure that his tr~atment will be sue· 
cessful. The mere failure to effect a cur1 does not even raise 
the presumption of a want of proper ,carf or skill.'' Lawson 
v. ConowaJJ, 37 W. Va. 59, 16 S. E. 564, 1~ L. ~- A. 627 38 Am .. 
St. RP.p. 17. See also Knowles v. Blue, supra, 3 Wharton & 
Stillis Med. ,J urisp., Section 466. 
'' And this is in substance the decisio in Hil!l'l,ter v. Bur-
roitghs, s1,tpra. All that. case held was th some .weig·ht might 
be given to result along with other fact and circumstances 
proven in the case, just as exclusive. un xplained possession . 
of property recently stolen does ot warrant a pre-
26* sumption of *house breaking but may be considered 
along with other evidence.'' 
'' ( 5) The doctrine of res ipsa loquitu has no application 
and negligence must be proven. Ewing . Goode, supra.'' · 
Honaker v. Whitley, 124 Va. 194. 
Plaintiff's tooth was extracted by de:fe dant causing great 
pain. Later an adjoining- tooth was extracted by another 
-dentist. Thereafter plaintiff was discove ed to have a broken 
Jaw. 
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Held: First doctor was not liable and judgment was re-
versed. 
In this case tlie doctrine of res ipsa loquitur was not men-
tioned, but the case was dP.cicled on the ''equally probable" 
rule. 
The court said : 
'' TI1e case bere faIIs under the class sanctioning the rule 
as stated by all text writers that where damages are claimed 
for injuries which may have resulted from one of two causes, 
for one of which the defendant is responsible, the plaintiff 
must fail if bis evidence does not sI10w that the damages 
are produced by tl1e former cause, and he must also fail if 
it is just as probahJe that the damag·es were caused by· the 
one as by the other, since the plaintiff is bound to make out 
his case by a preponderance of the evidence.'' 
Henley v. Mason, 154 Va. 381. 
In this case two of plaintiff's teetI1 were pusl1ed or knockecl 
out by a metal gag- used in the course of a tonsil operation,. 
and plaintiff urged this court to apply the doctrine of res 
ipsa loqu,itiir. This court in refusing· to apply the doctrine 
of res ipsa loqitit'lt.r to an action against a physician for mal-
practice said: 
27* '9" In her petition for a writ of error plaintiff urges 
upon us the application of the doctrine of res ipsa loqu.i-
tu.r. A careful studv of the record leads us to the conclusion 
that the doctrine im:okecl is not applicable when viewed in the 
light of the facts of this case. The allegation of the notice 
of motion is tl1at tl1e defendant in performing a tonsil opera-
tion failed to use due and proper care, and by reason of a 
lack of skill knocked or pushed out two of plaintiff's front 
teeth. The action iH l)ascd primarily upon the negliµ;ent per-
formance of a tonsil operation. In all tort actions the basis 
of recovery is negligence. The burden was upon the plain-
tiff to show that the injuries complained of resulted from the 
negligence of the defendant.'' 
United Dentists -v. BrJJan, 158 Va. 880 . 
• Judg·e Gregory in discussing the general principles ap-
plicable to dentists' lia hility for malpractice said: 
"Tl1e doctrine of res ipsa lortuitur does not apply in tllis 
case. There seems to be little difficulty a bout the law in such 
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cases. It SP.ems to be settled that a denti t who holds himself 
out to the world as such impliedly repr sents that he pos~ 
sesses the necessary and proper skill to\ practice his profes-
sion. The degree of care and skill requp.red is the same as 
that which would be exercised by the ord1narily prudent den-
tist in good standing in his community. tHc does not guaran-
tee or warrant a cure. He is not reqlljlred to exercise the 
hig·hest degree of care and skill knowi;i to the profession. 
• * * A clear statement of the care requ~red of the physician 
or surgeon, which also includes a dentist,
1
1 is found in 1Iichie's 
Dig·est of Virginia and ,vest Virginia Reports, Volume 8, 
page 155, where the rule is expressed in this language: 'A 
physician is not required to exercise tJie highest degree of 
skill and diligence possible in tlrn treat19ent of an injury un-
less he has by special contract agreed r: do so. In the ab-
sence of such special contract he is only required to exercise 
such reasonable and ordinary skill and dilig·ence as are or-
dinarily exercised by the average of the ;members of the pro-
fession in good standing in similar localities and in the same 
general line of. practi. ce, reg·ard being hatl.l to the state of the 
medical science at the time. * * * ' " 
The Virginia cases just cited f~llow the *doctrine 
28* of the overwhelming majority of recisio11s in holding 
that the plaintiff must produce ev~dence of negligence 
in addition to sho,ving a bad result. The great majority of 
such · cases further hold that such evidence must consist of 
testimony showfng a deviation in ~ome I particular from the 
standard established by expert teshmonr. 
In the Connecticut case of Chu.bb v. I H olnies ( 1930), 150 
Atl. 516, a dentist broke off a tooth, leaving two root~ and in 
attempting· to remove the roots cut the t9ngue of the plaintiff. 
There was also a charg·e that proper ost-operative treat-
ment in the way of antisepsis was not g·· en. No expert evi-
dence was introduced by the plaintiff th t the defendant was 
negligent in extracting the tooth or in ttcmpting· the same, 
or in disinfecting the tongue, the tooth socket ancl the sur-
rounding area. or in irn,tmding the pl· .intiff in subsequent 
care and treatment. The court withdrc" · from the considera-
tion of the jmy the charge of neglig·cnce in cutting· the plain-
tiff's tong·ue. The charge of nep;ligencc in failing· to remove 
all of the tooth aud to properly instru t the plaintiff as to 
subsequent care and treatment were al o virtually removed 
from consideration of the jmy. The ch . rge that the defend-
ant did not use proper care and skill in ~lisinfecting· the 
wound was given to the jury's conside a tion. 
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'' 'Knowledg·e of disinfection of wounds has become so com-
mon that a jury should be able, when wl;iat has been done 
29• *has been fully described, to say whether or not it was 
don\"k carefully or negligently.' '' 
The Supreme Court of Appeals of Connecticut approved 
the action of the trial court in withdra,ving. the charges of 
negligence in cutting the tong·ue and failing to remove all 
of the roots, and further held that the court was in error in 
submitting the question of lack of care in disinfecting, say-
. ·ing: 
"We are unable to agree, however, that the jury without 
the benefit of the opinion of those having special knowledge 
.as to the requirements of proper skill and care in post-opera-
tive treatment in such a case, could judge whether such pro-
tectives meaR1ues as they found to have been adopted by the 
defendant so fell short of measuring up to the p·rofessional 
standards as to render the defendant negligent and liable. 
* * :&: The same considerations applied to the allegation of 
negligent failure to clean out the infected tooth socket. In 
these respects the charge was erroneous.'' 
The court further said: 
' . 
'' Although we have noted in exceptional cases the facts re-
lating to an operation or treatment may be such as to ·war-
rant an inference of negligence, the great preponderance of 
authority is that the doctrine of res ipsa loquititr as such, is 
not applicable to cases of this kind." 
In the Colorado case of Brown v. Hughes (1934), 30 Pac. 
(2d) 259, there was a conflict of testimony between the ex-
perts for the plaintiff and the defendant as to the propriety 
of removing sixteen teeth at one operation. Plaintiff's ex-
perts testified that usually two or three teeth only should be 
removed, while defe11dant's experts said that in some cases all 
thirty-two teeth could be removed with propriety. Plain-
tiff's intestate had died following the operation for the re-
moval of sixteen teeth. The court said : 
30* *" All that the physicians and dentists in this case 
were requhed to render in the way of service in the 
diag-nosis and treatment of their patients was such a degree 
of skill and care as is ordinarily possessed by those in the 
practice of their profession under similar conditions of the 
patients and in their particular locality. Whether or not 
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i;bis was done can. usually be determined only from the opin· 
_ion of th~se learned in the same profess1· on..'' 
The court f urthe1· observed-: 
'' The general substance of the t-estiknony of plaintiff's 
witn~sses on this question was to the eff~ct that the particu. 
lar witness did not consider it advisabler practice, some say-
ing· that t11ey would uot have pulled morle than two or three 
teeth at this time or on the first extractibn, but the majority 
of plaintiff's eJ\..l)ert witnesses concludet that such matters 
WP.re t.o be Jeft, as in all cases,· to the b st judgment of the 
operator. True to life as we see it and li e it, we venture the 
suggestion tl1at it becomes easy for the rofessional man to 
say a certain course was improper whe~ the result thereof 
proved to be bad, aud the further suggestion in this case that, 
had the patient lived and fully recovered her health, the op-
eration herein of which complaint is ma~e would ha\Te been 
pointed to with pride and leaned upon.1_as the proper and 
skillful procedure under the circumstances, and no on~ would 
be heard to say that the operator used I' d. ue care and poor judgment.'' · 
The California case of Hopkins v. l ller (Calif., 1922), 
210 Pac. '975, holds that the burden of proof is upon the 
pati<mt and the evidence was insufficient to show any negli-
irnnce on the part of the dentist who expe ienced considerable 
difficulty in extracting· a wisdom tooth, he crown of which 
was broken off durin~ the course of the . peration, where in-
flammation and pain for a considerable ime followed, there 
being expert evidence that the breaking o~ a crown frequently 
happened without the dentist's :fault. 
31 * iF,:In T1tlley Y. Mandell (Mass., 192 ) , 168 N. E. 192, it 
was held that the alleged admission by a dentist that a 
hypodermic needle which he used on a p t.ient broke through 
liis fault was not conclusive a~;ainst him, ~wen if the· jury be· 
lieved that he made it, but was only to b · considered in con-
nection with other evidence as bearing upon whether the 
patient had maintained the burden that th dentist was in fact 
neg·ligent. 
In the case of Donahoe v. Rawley, 23 Ken. 11, 18 S. W. 
(2d) 311. it was held that the doctrine f res ipsa loq'luitur 
does not apply in a malpractice suit agai st a dentist for the 
fracture of a patient's jawbone in rem ving an impa_cted 
wisdom tooth, and that in malpractice s ·ts agajnst dentists 
proof of want of skill and care can onl be established by 
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the testimony of experts skilled in the dental profession.. The 
court said:: 
"'\Ve have been cited no domestic· malpractice cases in 
which the patient suffered a broken jawbone resulting. from 
an attempt to remove an impacted tooth, nor has our inde-
pendent investigation revealed any, but a number of such 
cases have been before the courts in other jurisdictions, and 
the gTeat weight of authority is that neglig~nce may not be· 
inferred from the unfortunate result." 
In En_qlis v. Morton (1918)., 199 N. Y. 570, 169· N. E. 9&2~ 
it was held that the doctrine of res ipsa loquititr could not 
be applied in the absence of' any testimony as to improper 
treatment where· the defendant dentist ground down four 
teeth in an attempt to construct bridge work. 
In Gentile v. De Vfr,qiles (1927), 290 Pa. 50, 138 Atl. 540,. 
a dentist was held not negligent as a matter *of law 
32* where he broke off a tooth during· an extraction, the 
court saying that such was a common occurrence in the. 
dental profession. 
In Robbins v. Nathan (N. Y., 1919}, 179 N. Y. S. 281, a den-
tist had considerable difficulty in extracting two teeth.. It 
was claimed that one tooth was broken off, and also tbat a 
needle was broken off and removed with forceps. Expert 
testimony being lacking, a judgment for the plaintiff was 
reversed and dismissal of the action ordered. See also in 
this connection: 
Hill v. Jackson, 218 Mo. App. 210; 265 S. ,V. 859; 
Flana.gan v. S-,nith, (Iowa) 197 N. W. 49. 
In the case of Person v. Lilliendahl (Conn., 1934), 172 AtL 
94, the court said : 
"The substantial claim of the plaintiff is that the defend-
ant was guilty of malpractice in failing to inform her that 
the jaw was broken, in attempting· to remove the fragments: 
of tooth with the jaw in that condition, and in failing to apply 
some kind of brace to keep the parts of the jaw in proper 
place while the fracture was lrnaling·. There was no evidence 
that in failing- to inform the plaintiff of the fracture the de-
fendant was guilty of malpractice or that it was not proper 
practice to attempt to remov~ tho fragments of tooth frond.he 
fractured jaw, or that, before it was removed, or at that time, 
before the defendant dentist became incapacitated to treat 
her, proper dental practice required that a brace or other 
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device should have been applied to t e jaw. These were 
questions beyond the ordinary field of xperience of laymen 
and the jury could not reasonably have reached a conclusion 
that the defendant was guilty of malpr ctice in the absence 
of ,expert opinion evidence to that ,effdct. See Apalupa v. 
·wells, 116 Conn. 13, 17; 163 Atl. 454, rd cases cited. The 
trial court did not err in directing a verd ct for the defendant. 
There is no error.'' · 
In Maloney v. Brackett (Mass., 1931)1, 176 N. E. 604, the gist of the plaintiff's action was the fraudulent •con-
33* cealment by the defendant doctor df the fact that a bad 
result had been obtained. The defepdant operated upon 
the plaintiff for the purpose of curin~ a sacroiliac strain. 
:B'ive years later the defendant told the flaintiff that the op-
eration had not been a success because he had inserted be-
tween the sacrum and ilium a too small piece of bone. Since 
an action in tort for malpractice had ten barred by the 
statute of limitations, the plaintiff brou ht her action under 
the Massachusetts statute which provide , ''if, a person liable 
to a personal action fraudulently coneeal the cause of action 
from the knowledge' of the person enti led to bring it, the 
period prior to the discovery of his ca~se of action by the 
person so entitled shall be excluded in &etermining the time 
limited for the commencement of the act~on. '' The appellate 
court sustained the action of the lower ·court in directing ~ 
verdict for the defendant, saying: 
''Failure to state in detail the natu~e of the operation, 
concealment of facts concerning the pla~"ntiff's condition af-
tPr the operation or concealment of the fact that too small 
a nieee of hone had b~en used in the ope ;ation, or assurances 
then made as to her recovery could have o tendency to prove 
a fraudulent concealmAnt of a cause of ction for negligence 
based on p~rf orming an operation when none was needed.'' 
Here the Massachusetts court supp rts the contention 
which we have consistently madP. throug-l out thP. trial of this 
case, namely. that 1Jroof that the docto, failed to disclose 
facts concerning· the plaintiff's conditio cannot g·o to the, 
jury as evidence of a neg·lig·cnt operation In the same opin-
ion WP find tl1P.se words : 
"But the failure of a doctor to disclo e a cause of action 
to his patient could not be found· to be a *~breach of his 
lieved that a causP. of action exist d, and we discover 
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no evidence that either defendant knew or believed that he 
had performed or assisted in the performance of an unneces-
sary operation, and none of such a violation of professional 
duty or concealment of facts as could have established a 
fraudulent concealment of the cause of action within the 
meaning· of the statute." 
And here again, we find support for the proposition that 
there can be no action for fraudulent concealment in the 
· ~bsence of proof that the doctor knew or should have known 
of any wrong. In the instant case there is no evidence that 
the defendant knew of the presence of the roots in the plain-
tiff's mouth after the teeth had been extracted. 
It isi to hP. home i.11 mind that the only necessarJJ result of 
a frandulent concealment is the tolling of the statute of limi.: 
tations. The merA fact that a condition has been concealed 
even though fraudulently. does not create a cause of action 
necessarily, but mere1y- affords to the claimant the right to 
bring her action after the limitation would otherwise have 
expired. Even thou~h a concealment be proven, in order to 
establish a case of malpractice the burden is still upon the 
plaintiff to prove by competent medical testimony that the 
approved practice demanded a disclosure of the condition 
which had been concealP.d, In the instant case the plaintiff 
has failed t.o nrove that Dr. Alexander knew or should have 
known of tlw prP.sence of the root fragments, and there, 
therefore, cannot bP any concealment on his part. But even 
if it he admitted thnt lw did know or should hav-e knoW11 of the 
presence of these root frap;ments ( whicli plaintiff has 
35"' failPd to show) hP would *nevertheless not he liable to 
the plaintiff unless the plaintiff had proof that the ap-
proved practice demanded the disclosure of this condition to 
the plaintiff. and that the failure to disclose this condition, 
or thP. hl'each of the duty to disclose, resulted in damage to 
the 1Jlaintiff. All of this the plaintiff has failed to prove. 
In Risin.Q v. Veatch (Calif., 1931), 3 Pac. (2d) °1023, the 
plaintiff ~mffered a sel'ions infection in a cavity from which 
the ·defendant had recfmtly removed a tooth. The plaintiff's 
action was not on the theory of malpractice, but on the ground 
that the <lefendant was negligent in failing to take any step 
to treat her after bein~ informed of her acute suffering. In 
reverRing a jud,gn1ent fo1· the plaintiff, the court used very 
sig11ificant language: 
'' «< * :;., for aught that appears from the testimony, a den-
tist of the prevailing skill and learning of dentists generally 
in the community might in the exercise of ordinary care 
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have concluded that the tretament. whic he had already pr~~ 
~cribc(l was suf.ficient to meet the -0onditf" ons -described by the 
husband to the nurse." 
These words arP. directly applicable t the instant case-
The case of Go.odlet't v. Willianiston (Oklahoma, 1937), 65 
Pa_c. (2_d) 472, is remarkably similar to tile instant case. The 
plaintiff rested her case after showing\ that the defendant 
dentist had extracted one of her teeth; apd that after suffer ... 
ing considerable pain for a period of ti~~ she went to a sur"!' 
geon and the latter removed from the antrum several pieces 
~f aviola pr~ces~, which is .·a spongy bo*e holding- the teeth 
from the cavity m the openmg mto the antrum. The defend-
ant then took the action which wa~ taken I by the defendant in 
this case. His demurrer to the evidehce was sustained by 
36* the trial court, and the judgment ~affirmed by the ap-
pellate court. The court pointed ouit that the defendant 
only undertook to possess and exercisej that degree of or-
dinary care which is common to and ex1rcised by the aver-
age of the members of the profession, s~ecializing· in the ex-
traction of teeth, in good standing, in similar localities. The 
. defendant is not a warrantor of a cure tnd so no obligation 
can be put upon him to introduce evidenre justifying his ac-
tions until the plaintiff has shown somr negligenc~ on his 
part. , .. 
· ADVERSE, OR APPARENTLY AD . ERSE CASES. 
Plaintiff's counsel in the court beloJ cited to the trial 
,fodgc the following cases to support pla\1tiff's contentions: 
C oameaux v. llf iles, 118 So. 786. 
Benson v. Dean, 1.33 N. E. 125. 
Tulloch v. Haselo, 218 N. Y. S. 139. 
Simon v. Friedrich, 296 .N. Y. S. 367. 
Coarneaux v . . M-iles, supra. vVe feel th t we should call the 
court's attention to the following pertine t part of the opin-
ion in that case : . 
1. There was expert testimony in the re ord tending to show 
that the usual practice among dentists · that vicinity was 
to remove the fragments of broken teeth t the same sitting .. 
2. There was expert testimony in the record that in that 
particular case the roots should have bee· removed the next 
day, irrespective of whether or not t e gums had healed. 
37* *3. There was expert testimony i the record that in 
that particular case there was con ,iderable danger in 
I 
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allowing the root to remain in plaintiff's mouth for any leng1;h 
of time.. · 
4. The defendant testified that he knew that the- root was 
not extracted ancl that he probably failed to remove the root. 
due to- the plaintiff's condition at that time. 
We likewise call the Court's attention to the fact that in. 
the ne.xt to the· last paragraph of the opinion the- Louisiana.. 
Court recog'Ilized the necessity of expert testimony to t~e ef-
fect that the defendant dentist had committed a negiigent act,. 
or that the defendant had failed to do something he should 
have done. The Court in this c.onnection said: 
'' The degree of ca re which the law exacts of phyElicians and 
dentists is that usna1ly e~ercised by practitioners in goocl 
standing. Stern v. Lanng, 106 L. S. 738, 31 Southern 303.'' 
It is difficult to ten from the- language of the rather con-
densed opinion in the- Louisiana case above referred to what 
was the exact nature of the expert testimony given by pro-
fessional witnesses for tlie plaintiff and defendant, respec-
tively, but a careful reading of the opinion :indicates that 
there was substantial expert testimony on behalf of the plain-
tiff on which the verdict conld· have been based, and in that 
respect, the case is in accordance with the general prin-
38* ciples advocated by us in *the argument on the demurrer-
to the evidence, althoug·h a different result was reached 
· from that reached in many other cases involving similar 
points .. 
Benson v. Dean, .i:;u.pra.. Tlle defendant cTocfor''s need1e-
broke while sewing up an incision in operating- on tlie plain-
tiff f'or rectal nlcers. After probing and faili'ng to find the-
needle the defendant completed the operation. The defendant 
failed to tell the plaintiff, his family, or friends about this 
needle. The plaintiff continued to consult the defendant after 
leaving the hospital for the first time, and ten months after 
the operation the- defendant took him to a hospital but he then 
merely burned some small rectal ulcers with nitrate of sil-
ver. ·Pain and discharge continued and when an irrigating 
tube or defendant's finger touched a certain spot, the plain-
tiff felt a severe pain. After- defendant. had treated plafa1-
tiff for ten months more without snccess, he suggested that 
.plaintiff undergo a second operation for the re_mo,ral of :-i 
lump which had farmed in the wall of the rectum. Plaintiff 
went to a specialist, the needle was removed, and plaintiff 
was well again. The New York Court of' Appeals· I1eld:. 
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1. That since the uncontradicted evide ce showed that, with 
the utmost care, surgical needles somet es break and that 
the proper course of treatment in such an emergency is to 
leave the foreign substance in the body a .d await later mani-
festations, a jury would not be justi$ed i returning a verdict 
for the plaintiff on this ground alqne. 
39* *2. That the failure of the defendiant to reveal the se-
cret of the broken needle when an !bscess developed to 
the point of irritation, and his failure l' give proper treat-
ment after the operation constituted s fficient evidence of 
malpractice to justify submission of the. case to the jury. 
The differences between the Benson a d the instant cases 
are patent. In the former, the defendant J:new that the needle 
was left in the body, for the court in its linion said: 
'' A long continuance thereof without relief under the mi}!-:-
istrations of t~e gen~ral practitioner rnighl t properly lead him· 
to reveal to his pat1,ent the secret of the broken needle, and 
sug. gest recourse to a specialist in rectalJdisorders. '' ( Italics 
supplied.) 
On the one hand, we have the case wh e the doctor knows 
that he has left an injurious foreign sub: tance in the plain-
tiff's body, 1iotices that an abscess has de eloped at the point 
of irritation, conceals the fact from his atient, fails during 
a long course of treatment to do anyth ng to alleviate the 
situation. On the other hand, we have the case where the 
plaintiff seeks to recover because the de tist fails to inform 
her of the fact that pieces of root are left in her mouth with-
out showing by any expert evidence tha the operation was 
negligently performed or that the docto knew of the pres-
ence of the roots in the mouth after the o eration, or that had 
he known of sucl1 presence, he wou 'Cl have violated the 
40* standards prevailing among dentist in this *locality by 
not removing the roots and by not i forming the plain-
tiff of their presence. · 
Tulloch v. H aselo, supra,. Here the p aintiff alleged that 
while she was under the influence of ethe the defendant neg-
ligently all°'ved one of her teeth which h I had just extracted 
to slip down her throat and cause her c nsiderable injury. 
Since an action in tort for malpractice ad been barred by 
the statute of limitations, and since the N N York law allowed 
a longer period in which to bring an act on based on fraud, 
plaintiff brought her action on the groun that the defendant 
had negligently failed to advise her of the fact and had 
fraudulently concealed from her the fac that he had let a 
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tooth fall down her throat. The Special Term dismissed the 
complaint on the ground that if the plaintiff had a cause of 
action it was not on the ground of fraud, but on the ground 
of malpractice which had been barred by the statute of limi-
tations. In its opinion, the court said: 
"We may assume that the complainant stated a cause of 
action for damages for malpractice. Benson v. Dean.1. 232 
N. Y. 52, 133 N. E. 125. It alleges malpractice, in that the 
defendant, through his carelessness, permitted the tooth to go 
down her throat, and that he concealed that fact from her, to 
her -damage. It is not directly alleged that the defendant 
krn'.!w of the fact that the tooth had gone down plaintiff's 
throat, but this is to be inferred from the allegation of con-
cealment. So far as the facts alleged are concerned, we may 
infer that all that subsequently transpired, .after the negli-
gent loss of the tooth down her throat, including the con-
cealment, was merely the development of the damages result-
ing from that original wrong. There is nothing alleged from 
which we may infer that the defendant knew or ought to 
have known that the tooth had lodged in the lung. The 
41 * *complainant seems to carefully avoid alleging that he 
knew it was in the lung. In the absence of symptoms, 
brought to his attention, indicating a possible lodgement in 
the lung, he might have assumed that the tooth had entered 
the stomach, and had safely passed out of the body through 
the intestines. The allegation of fraudulent concea;lmerit in 
the complaint refers simply to the concealment of the fact 
that he 'let a tooth fall down her throat, and that a tooth had 
gone down her throat'. There is nothing alleged from which 
we may inf er any intentional fraudulent misrepresentation of 
fact as to the presence of a tooth in the lung, resulting from 
letting· it fall down her throat. At most, there was a breach 
of professional duty in the operation alleged to have been 
negligently performed, and in. the concealment of his negli-
gent act. That was malpractice, and the statute had run 
against such a cause of action. ~ *' * '' 
We cannot see how this case could .be taken as authoritv 
for the plaintiff's contention. The court denied any recovery 
on the ground of fraud because there was no intentional 
fraudulent misrepresentation of facts as to the presence of 
the tooth in the lung. In the instant case the same element 
of fraud is lacking·. The court is quite correct in stating that 
the plaintiff set forth a cause of action for malpractice when 
she alleged that she was injured by the negligence of the 
defendant. But, of course, the plaintiff in this case did not 
I 
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prove the negligence of the defendant b1, any competent evi-
dence since the complaint was dismisse~ at the outset. 
Ffonon v. Ji',riedrich, su,pra. In this case the court decided 
that since the court of appeals in Ben.sot~ v. Dean, supra, had 
unqualifiedly relaxed the former rule, th~ doctrine of res ipsa 
loqttititr applied in New York. "\Vhile one might question very 
seriously whether the court of a , peals in Bens on v. 
42* Dean established the rule of *res lipsa loq1iitur in all 
malpractice cases, it is in fact umliecessary to discuss 
this point at length since the Virginia C~urt, as pointed out 
above, has several times decided that the I doctrine of res ipsa 
loqititur does not apply to malpractice cases. 
I 
RECAPITULATIO,. 
1. The plaintiff did not sustain her burden of proof by 
producing· such evidence of neglig:ence as] is necessary to sus-
tain a verdict in malpractice actions. 
2. There was in fact no evidence whatev~r of negligence, un-
less the fact of injury shall be considerecl evidence of negli-
gence. \ 
3. Since the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does not apply in 
malpractice actions, the fact of injury. cartnot be used to raise 
an inference of negligence. 1 
4. The plaintiff has not sustained the ~urden of proof by 
sl10wing affirmatively any connection betwl een any act or acts 
on the part of defendant and ill results, if any, suffered by 
the plaintiff. · 
5. The condition of plaintiff's mouth w~s the result of con-
ditions ordinarily incident to the same ana similar operations 
for the extraction of teeth of which she a~sumed the risk. 
6. The defendant undertook in treating the plaintiff only 
to possess and use such skill and exercise such care as is 
43* ordinarily possessed, used and exeroised by *other den-
tists specializing in the extraction of teeth in similar 
localities, in good standing·, and in the s me general line of 
practice ; and the burden of proof was on µe plaintiff to show 
by a preponderance of the evidence tha the defendant did 
not possess such skill or exercise such c e; and in arriving 
at the standard to which the defendant was bound to con-
form in connection with the treatment a I d operation of the 
plaintiff, there could only be considcrei the testimony of 
other dentists who are in good standing a d familiar with the 
methods of treatment and operation or :narily followed in 
similar cases in similar localities; and it i~ not permitted that 
the jury or the court should set up or 
1
nary standards of 
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their or its own by which to measure the skill or care pos-
sessed or used· by the defendant. 
7. It i~ equally as probable that the fragments of root in 
plaintiff's mouth were present or remained in said mouth 
on account of a caus·e for which the defendant is not respon-
sible as on account of .a cause for which he is responsible. 
8~ Even though roots were left in plaintiff's mouth from 
teeth extracted or partially extracted by the defendant, that 
fact, standing· alone, is not sufficient to raise an inference 
or presumption of negligence on the part of the defendant. 
9. There is no evidence that the defendant failed to fol-
Iow tl1e usual and approved custom and practice of 
44* "operation and treatment in this case. 
10. The doctrine of res ipsa loqu.itur does not apply 
in malpractice cases against doctors and dentists, but there 
must be evidence on behalf of plaintiff other than the bad re-
sults, and there must be some expert evidence in behalf of 
plaintiff as to the standard of professional care and skin. 
11. Issues . of fact. involving specialized metliods of treat-
ment in malpractice cases against doctors and dentists ought 
to be decided only by standards fixed by experts, and neither 
the jury nor the court can set· up an arbitrary standard of 
their or its own. 
CONCLUSION. 
If the contentiom~ made by us in respect to the assig·nment 
of error No. 1 are correct, then this Court is requested to do 
what the trial court should have done, namely, reverse the 
judgment of the trial court and enter final judgment for the 
defendant in this Court. 
A copy of this petition was delivered to Russell Keining-
h~m, Esquire, Counsel for defendant in error, on January 
loth, 1939. 
In the event writ of error is granted, plaintiff in error de-
sires to adopt this petition as his brief. 
45* Plaintiff in error desires to state orallv his *reasons 
for reversing the decision complained of. 
Respectfully submitted, 
I 
PARRISH, BUTCHER & PARRISH, 
J1,0BERT G. BUTCHER, 
A. N. HEFLIN, 
Counsel for Plaintiff in Error, 
Mutual Building, 
Richmond, Va. 
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I, Robert G. Butcher, an attorney pracf ing in the Supreme 
Court of .Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion 
the judgment complained of in the fore going petition is er-
roneous, and that the same should be re!iewed. 
Given under my hand this 10th day o 
I 
January, 1939. 
ROBERT 1· BUTCHER. 
Received January 10, 1939. i 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Received Jan. 26, 1939. 
c. v. s. 
. I 
Writ of error and siiversedeas granter. Bond $600.00. 
Feb. 8, 1939. 
C. VERNON! SPRAT1,EY. 
Received February 9, 1939. ! 
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I 
M. B. W. 
Pleas before the Honorable Willis Jh. :Miller, Judge of 
the Law and Equity .Court of the Cityf of Richmond,. held 
for the said City_ at the Courtroom thereof in the City Hall 
on the 19th day of September, 1938. 
Be It Remembered that heretofore, to-, it: In the Clerk's 
Office of the Law and Equity Court of th City of Richmond, 
the 9th day of November, 1937: Came 1:iriam D. Hill, by 
counsel, and filed her Notice of Motion fo ' J uclgment against 
Joseph A. Alexander, whicl1 Notice of M 1 tion for Judgment 
is in the words and figures following, to- it: 
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Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
Miriam D. Hill, Plaint~ff, 
1) • 
. Joseph A. Al~xander,. De~endant. 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
To Joseph A. Alexander: 
Take nbtice that on the 26th day of November, 1937, at 
10 :00 A. M., or as soon thereafter as the undersigned, Miriam 
D. Hill, hereinafter called the Plaintiff, can be heard she will 
m9ve the Law and Equity Court of the City of Rich-
page 2 ~ mond, at its courtroom in the City Hall of the Raid 
... City of Richmond, Virginia, for judgment against 
Joseph A. Alexander, hereinafter called the Defendant in the 
sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) due to the Plain-
tiff by the Defendant by reason of the following facts ; _ 
For that on or about F~bruary 13, 1937, the Defendant held 
, himself out to be a specialist in dental extractions in the City 
of Richmond, State of Virginia;:and was engaged in p1;aetic-
ing dental surgery in the said city an_d represented that he 
was skillful, competent and efficient to perform dental op-
- erations of all kinds and to diag·nose and treat any and all 
diseases and lesions of the oral cavity, teeth, gums and ad-
jacent bones, to extract· teeth and· roots, correcting malposi-
tions of the teeth, and to administer anesthetics generally and 
locallv. 
That the Defendant represented to the Plaintiff that it was 
essential to extract all roots and teeth from her upper jaw 
to eradicate a source of infection from her bodv and that 
they should be replaced by a artificial denture. " 
And the Plaintiff relying on his representations on or about 
February 13, 1937, retained and employed the Defendant in 
the way of his business as a . specialist in dental extractions 
to X-ray, examine and treat her g·ums and teeth and that in 
consideration thereof and of a certain rewarq. to. be paid by 
the Plaintiff. And the Defendant undertook to X-ray, ex-
amine, and treat the Plaintiff's gums and teeth and to extract 
such teeth as needed such treatment in a skillful, careful and 
proper manner, and to exercise the same degree of 
page 3 ~ skill and care in the premises possessed by those 
in the same general locality in which he practiced 
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his profession who devote special stud 
I 
and attention to den-
tal extractions, and in the diagnosis d treatment of any 
and all diseases and lesions of tl1e, or,l cavity, teeth, gums 
and adjacent b~nes, ~he correction of ·talpositioris · of teeth, 
and the extract10n of. teeth and roots. ~ . · 
Thereupon it became the duty and uties of the Def end-
ant to exercise a greater skill thaii t11, average dentist en-
gaged in the general pr~ctice of dentisttr and to exercise the 
same dJegree , of skill in the premis'es ~ossessed by those in 
the same genera~ locality in which he. pr!cticed his profes~ion 
who devote special study a:p.d. attent10n · to dental extractions 
and the diagnosis and treatment of any and all diseases and 
lesions of the oral cavity, teeth, gums, adjacent bones, cor-
rection of maJpositions of teeth, the ex raction of roots and 
teeth, ~nd the :administration of anest,1 etics both generally 
and locally. 
Yet the said Defendant disregarding his duty and· duties 
aforesaid did oll'or about February 13, 1$37, so carelessly and 
neglig·ently arid recklessly extract certain\ teeth from the upper 
jaw of the Plaintiff that he left certain roots in their snckets 
Rn~ failed utterly t? extr~ct certa~n ol~roots wel_I ~nowing 
theu presence and did negligently d1scha ge the Plamtiff from 
care without informing her of any ro s being· left in her 
jaw. 
And the Defendant by his negligent, qareless and._i~eckless 
extraction, and failure to extract, failed to eradicate the said 
· teeth as a source of infection alb.d was in full knowl-
page 4 ~ edge that no artificial dentu.reishould be placed in 
the Plaintiff's mouth while an roots remained. 
That relying upon the assurance of t e Defendant that it 
was proper for her to have a temporary artificial denture 
made the Plaintiff had the said denture !made but due to its 
constan. t irritation and annoyance s, he ,i1 s forced thereby to 
employ another dentist to discover and e adicate all the roots 
left by the Defendant as a source of inf. tion and as· foreign 
objects beneath her artificial denture and ;vas, then and there. 
aft.er the removal of. the said roots, due :fo the realig·nment 
o. f her jaw, forced to have a second temp!o.· rary artificial den-
ture made and unduly delayed in securin her permanent ar-
tificial denture. That the aforesaid roo s left by the negli-
~;ence of the Defendant and his negligent failure to eradicate 
them as a source of infection did cause t e Plaintiff to suffer 
great bodily pain and injury and ment 1 anguish and was 
prevented thereby from following·,her usu l affairs for a long 
space of time and caused to expend large sums of money en-
deavoring to be cured of her said injuri s . 
.And the Plaintiff says all of her inju ~ es were caused by 
I 
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the neg·ligence and want of care on the part of the Defendant 
and without negligence or want of care on the part of the 
Plaintiff thereunto contributing. 
All to the damage of the Plaintiff in the sum of Five Thou-
~ sand Dollars ($5,000.00), and therefore she gives you this 
notice of motion for judg·ment. 
RUSSELL KEINlNGHAM, p. q .. 
Russell Keiningham, p. q. 
MIRIAM D. HILL, 
By Counsel. 
page 5 r And at another day, to-wit: .At a Law and Equity 
Court of the City of Richmond, held the 26th day 
of November, 1937. 
This day came the plaintiff and defendant by counsel and 
on the motion of the plaintiff by counsel it is ordered that 
this case be docketed and continued. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity Court 
of the City of Richmond, held the 22nd day of December, 1937 .. 
This day came the plaintiff by her attorney, and on motion 
of the said attorney, it is ordered that the defendant be re-
quired to file a statem~nt of the particulars of his ground 
of defense herein within thirty days from the entrance of this 
order; and it is further ordered that a copy of this order be 
served upon the defendant. 
And at anoth:er day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity Court 
of the City of Richmond, held the 15th day of February, 1938. 
This day came the defendant, by counsel, and filed herein a 
statement of the grounds of his defense and a plea of not 
guilty and put himself upon the Country and the plaintiff 
likewise. 
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In the Law & Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
Miriam D. Hill, Plaintiff, 
1J. 
tT oseph A. Alexander, Defendant. 
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I 
PLEA OF NOT GUIL Y. 
The said defendant, hy his attorneys, omes and says that 
lie is not guilty of the premises in thi action laid to his 
charge, and of this he puts himself upon he country. 
PARRISH, BUTOHE & PARRISH, 
p. d. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
The said defendant assigns the follo,Lg grounds of de-
fense: \ 
1. His plea of not guilty and any defen~e which may prop-
erly be asserted under plea of the gene~al issue. 
2. The defendant admits that he is a d~ntist in the City of 
Richmond, Virginia, specializing in extr~ction, anq. that on 
the 13th day of February, 1937, he extrac ed ·eleven of plain-
tiff's teeth. 
3. The defendant denies each and eve ·y material allega-
tion of the notice of motion no , herein specifically 
page 7 ~ admitted. . 
4. The defendant denies that e failed to use rea-
sonable care and proper skill in treatmen rendered plaintiff 
~him. I 
5. The defendant denies that the plainti,:ff sustained the in-
juries and damages complained of. I 
6. The defendant alleg·es that in all his treatment and care 
of the· plaintiff he used his best judgment as a dentist spe-
cializing in extractions, subject to the a~sumption of risks 
by the plaintiff set forth in ParagTaph \ 7 of defendant's 
grounds of defense, and exercised the skil' and care required 
of him by law in his attendance and tre,tment. 
7. Defendant alleg·es that in connection ~ith the necessary 
extraction of certain teeth of plaintiff, the defendant advised 
and strongly urged that the extractions b done under lo-ca] 
anaesthetic, to-wit, procaine or novocaine. 1 
Plaintiff objected to the use of procaine or novocaine, and 
insisted that'" gas" be used, and that all the teeth, the ex-
traction of which had been advised, to-wit, levcn, be removed 
at one operation. Plaintiff expressly ass med the rfaks in-
cident to the operation being performed mder "gas", and 
of having said eleven teeth removed at one operation. Plain-
tiff, accordingly, w·as g·iven a general ana sthetic of nitrous 
oxide mixed with oxygen, and. defendant us' d reasonable care 
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in the removal of said teeth, but due to the nature of the anaes-
thetic and the large number of teeth extracted, did not 
secure as g·ood a result from the operation as probably would 
have been secured bv use of a local anaesthetic and by divid-
ing the O})Cl'ation into a series of two or more ex-
page 8 ~ tractions. 
8. Defendant reserves the right to amend and 
amplify these grounds of defense. 
PARRISH, BUTCHER & PARRISH, 
. p. d. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity Court 
of the City of Richmond, held the 25th day of April, 1938. 
This day came again the plaintiff and defendant by coun-
sel and a jury, to-,vit: L. E. Groce, Aubrey R. Terry, C. M. 
Boothe, Benj. C. Flanagan, Letcher M. Rodgers, E. L. Gor-
don, and B. G. Davis, who were sworn well and truly to try 
the issued joined in this case and the evidence having been 
heard, the defendant by counsel filed herein a demurrer in 
writing to the said evidence and the plaintiff a joinder in 
writing to the said demurrer; and the jury having been re-
quired to assess the damages and having· heard the argu-
ments of counsel thereon, were sent out of Court to consult 
of a verdict and af tcr some time returned into Court with a 
verdict in the worch.; and figures following, to-wit: '' If upon 
the demurrer to the evidence the Court be of opinion for the 
plaintiff, then, w·e, the jury, upon the issue joined find for the 
plaintiff and assess her damages at $300.00, but if for the de-
fendant, we find for the defendant." 
And the Court not now being advised of its opinion and 
judgment to be rendered upon the demurrer to the evidence, 
time is taken to consider thereof. 
pag·e 9 ~ Virginia : 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
Mi dam D. Hill 
v . 
.Joseph A. Alexander. 
DEMURRER TO THE EVIDENCE. 
And the said plaintiff, by her counsel, produces to the jury, 
tu maintain the issue on her part, the following evidence, to-
wit: 
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page 10 ~ MRS. MIRIAM D. HI L, 
the plaintiff, having been firstl· duly sworn, testified 
as follows : · 
Examined by Mr. Keiningham : 
Q. Mrs. Hill, what is your full name 
A. Miriam D. Hill. 
Q. \Vhere do you live? 
A. 703 Libby A venue. 
Q. That is in Vl esthampton l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have lived in Richmond all your life? 
A. Yes. · I · Q. What is your occupation¥ 
A. Housewife. \ 
Q. And you have no other occupation at this time? 
A. No. I 
Q. Mrs. Hill, will you, in your own way, tell the Jury what 
this case is about 01 I 
Mr. Parrish: \Ve object to that forJ of question-" Tell 
us what the case is about." I 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Ry Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Mrs. Hill, will you try to tell the J UfY, in your own way, 
the story. ! 
}Ir. Parrish: I object to that. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
page 11 ~ By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. On what day did you first go to see Dr. 
Alexander1 
A. February 12, 1937. 
Q. Will you tell us just exactly what happened there that 
dayT 1 
A. I went down to Dr. Alexander to ve my upper teeth 
X-rayed. After making the X-ray Dr. Alexander told me 
that there were several teeth badly inf ec ·ed and the rest not 
so good, so they had better come out. The e were. eleven teeth 
in the upper jaw. I discussed the type of anesthesia with 
him on that occasion and he said that he could take them out 
under gas. So I went back on Februa 13, 1937, and at 
that time I was accompanied by Mr. L. . Abraham and in. 
the presence of Mr. Abraham I asked r. Alexander if he 
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intended taking out all the teeth at one sitting and he said,. 
"I intend to take out everything and three roots that some. 
butcher left''. I then asked him just about how long it would 
take to remove the teeth and he said about two and one-half. 
minutes. 1 I then went into the operating room, the gas was 
administered, and Dr. Alexander extracted the teeth. About 
an hour after I reached home my husband called Dr. Alex-
ander to come and take out a long piece of jagged tooth that 
was projecting from the upper front gum and sticking info 
the lower lip. The following week Mr. Hill called Dr. Alex-
. antler to my home again on account of the intense 
page 12 } suffering from the place that the teeth were ex-
tracted. I went back to Dr. Alexander two or 
three times after that and went to his office and the last time 
he looked at my mouth and he said that everything was all 
right and I then asked him for the name of a dentist to make 
an artificial denture and he gave me the name of a dentist. 
On March 7th I went to Dr. Ruth and had him make me a 
temporary plate. I never could wear the plate with any com-
fort because of a place in the upper right jaw. I stood that 
condition for a while and finally went back to Dr. Ruth and 
asked him about it and he decided to X-ray the whole upper 
jaw and he informed me there were fl.ye sockets with roots 
in them and he opened up my gums and took four roots on 
the right side and three roots on the left side. Dr. Ruth then 
had to make me a second temporary plate because the first 
one was no account. I think that bring-sit about up to date. 
Q. Mrs. Hill, what was the real object in the operation of 
taking out your teeth¥ 
Mr. Parrish: I object to that question as that is a question 
that only Dr. Alexander can answer. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
Mr. Parrish : Exception. 
A. It was especially to remove a source of poison from my 
system as I was under the care of my physician all the time. 
page 13 ~ By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Do you mind telling the Jury how· you know 
that the roots removed by Dr. Ruth were from the teeth that 
Dr. Alexander pulled f 
Mr. Parrish: She hasn't testified to that yet. 
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The Court: I don't recollect hearing! her testify particu-
larly to any place. The objection is sustained. 
I 
., I 
By Mr. Keiningham: · . \ 
Q. Mrs. Hill, can you tell us which ~eeth Dr. Alexander 
pulled for you! From what jaw were they¥ 
A. It was from the back of the right ]jaw over to beyond 
tbe front on the left which included the ileft evetooth. I am 
not a dentist and I can't give you the dental "names for the 
teeth but there were eleven teeth. ! 
Q. Do you know how many teeth you :had on the left side? 
A. No, I can't say exactly how many J I know there was 
only one tooth that had ever been drawnl on the left side and 
that was a wisdom tooth, not in question. 
Q. What position in your mouth wer~ the roots¥ 
A. The roots came from the same places that Dr. Alex-
ander drew the teeth. There were four ~n the· right side ancl 
three on the left side and no other dent1st had ever worked 
in my mouth but Dr. Connell and he dre:'T three teeth back in 
1933 on the left rear jaw and that includ~d the wisdom, three 
back ones that included the wt· <lorn tooth, and Dr. 
page 14 ~ Alexander, years ag·o, remove the upper wisdom 
tooth and then some vears la er removed a tooth 
in front of the left eyetooth and they are ~he only two dentist~ 
w,]10 have ever worked in my upper jaw iat all. 
Q. The teeth that Dr. Connell removdd ,tere on the left-
hand side, the last three teeth, including the wisdom tooth 1 
A. That is right. I 
Q. Do you know, of your own knowledg~, whether any roots 
were left back there 1 I 
A. There were none left by Dr. Connell because Dr. Ruth's 
X-ray proved there were no roots left iili there by Dr. Con-
nell. 
Mr. Parrish: I object to that and as that it be stricken 
out as to what Dr. Ruth's X-ray showed unless this witness 
is competent to read X-rays. 1 
The Court: The objection is sustaine . The witness ha8 
stated apparently what this other docto , stated to her. If 
she knows of her own knowledge, l will et her answer it, if 
she can read an X-ray or look at an X-1~y and toll, but not 
otherwise. I', 
Mr. Parrish: I ask that the Jury be told to disregard the 
statement. 
The Court: Gentlemen, the witness jus answered the ques-
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tion and stated after seeing another dentist there were cer-
tain roots and where they were left as regards 
page 15 ~ teeth that bad been extracted before, or that those 
were clear. She has not said that she saw the X-ray 
herself or that she can read an X-ray. Until that evidence 
is produced before you, the question and answer are stricken 
from your consideration. 
By :Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Mrs. Hill, as a result of this operation on your jaw by 
Dr. Ruth were you able to wear that first temporary plate Y 
A. No, sir, I could not wear the first temporary plate at 
all. 
Q. Then you had to have the second one made! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could you wear that? 
A. Yes, I could wear it in a way but, of course, there was 
shrinkage taken place after this second operation on my gums. 
Q. Mrs. Hill, what inconvenience did you suffer from this 
second operation by Dr. Ruth? 
A. I was able to be up and about but I suffered quite a bit 
of intense pain at times. 
Q. How· much was your bill from Dr. Alexander? Do you 
have your receipU 
A. I have it if you wish it. 
Q. How much was iU 
. A $9"" 
.. :.n. 
page 16 ~ Q. And how much did you pay Dr. Ruth for the 
first plate? 
A. I paid him $35 for the first plate. 
Q. And how much for the extraction of the roots t 
A. $23, and $35 for the second temporary plate. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Parrish: 
"Q. Mrs. Hill, you say on the first call you made at Dr. 
Alexander's office on February 12th you discussed the type 
of anesthetic with him? 
A. I did. 
Q. To what did the conversation relate? 
A. To the type of anesthesia to be used. 
Q. vVhat was said about it by you and by him! 
A. I asked him could he give me gas because I didn't know 
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anything about teeth coming out· and r,e said he could, he 
could take them out by gas. . 
Q. Did he sug·gest that they could be taken out under any 
other anesthetic ~1 
A. I have never heard anything ab~ut it. I told him I 
wanted gas and he said he could take them out under gas. 
Q. Did he make any sug·gestion that ii might be preferable 
to use ,N o~ocain instead of gas 1 I 
A. He did not. l 
Q. Did he make any suggestion to you that it 
page 17 ~ might be well to go to the hos,tal to have the teeth 
removed under a general anes he tic? ' 
A. He certainly did not. 
Q. He did not f 
A. He did not. 
Q. You went to him and told him tha~ you wanted gas Y 
A. I just asked him could he take the out under gas and 
he said he could take them out under as. 
Q. How did that question happen to coflle up? Doesn't the 
doctor usually make the sugge~tion rather than the patient? 
A. Well, I asked him. I have just t~ld you I asked him 
could he take them out under gas and e!Xplained why and I 
said, '' I do not want to know anything abr1 ut the teeth coming 
out", and he said, "I can take them ou~ under gas", and if 
you want me to repeat exactly what he\ said, he said, "All 
right, you poor old thing, I will take them out under gas". 
That is exactly what he said. · I 
Q. You and Dr. Alexander haye been '~riends for a great 
many years f \ 
A. Yes, we have been friends for a great many years and 
he was in the habit of kidding, if you exiuse the expression, 
just in such ways as that. 
Q. But you had already made up you mind to have the 
removal done under gas before you went there to the office? 
A. No, I hadn't made up m mind. I was will-
page 18 ~ ing to be advised by Dr. Alexa der but I preferred 
gas inasmuch as I knew I won n 't know anything 
about the operation and I thought he w s a friend of long 
enough standing to have told me what wa the best thing for 
me, and I judged when he said he would ke them out under 
gas that he thought that was all right. 
Q. Who mentioned taking them out. u der gas first-you 
or Dr. Alexander? 
A. I asked him could he take them out under gas. I have 
told you that already. 
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Q. And that is what you asked him to doY 
A. That is exactly what I said. I said" Can you take them 
out under gas because I do not want to know anything about 
the operation?"' He said, "Yes, I can take the1,a. out under 
g·as". 
Q. Did yon ask him to take them all out under gas at one 
operation? 
A. I told him that I would like for them all to be taken out 
at one time and he agreed to take them out at one time. 
Q. That was your suggestion? 
A. I can't say that it was my suggestion. I simply said 
what I would like to have done and had it not have been safe 
to have done so, I would certainly think Dr . .Alexander had 
enough experience to tell me it wouldn't be safe. I was trust-
ing him. 
Mr. Parrish: I ask that that remark be stricken 
page 19 ~ out. 
The Ccnirt: The latter part is stricken out, giv-
ing her opinion. The part of the conversation that took place 
is left for your consideration. 
Bv Mr. Parrish= 
"Q. Was anyone with you on the clay that you went there 
for the extraction t 
A. Yes, there ·was. l\fr. L. T . .Abraham went with me. 
Q. Was he with you in the operating room? 
A. He was not. He was in the adjoining room. 
Q. In the waiting room? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was anyone with you the preceding clay when you went 
there for the X-ray'? 
A. No, I was alone. 
Q. On the preceding day when the X-rays were taken, that 
is on February 12th, did Dr. Alexander tell you at that time 
what the X-rays showed? 
A. No, he did not. I didn't wait and Mr. Hill talked to 
him later in tl1e dav a11d insisted-
Q. Don't tell us ,vhat :Mr. Hill said. 
A. It was at my instigation. Could I say tlmt 7 
Q. You can stafa that you asked him. 
·A. I asked Mr. Hill to ask Dr. Alexander to talk to my 
physician, Dr. H. S. Liebert, before the removal of the teeth,. 
I 
I 
I 
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to see whether I was in condijion to stand the op-
page 20 ~ era tion. · 
Q. You were under the car at that time of Dr. 
Liebert? · I · 
A. I was. 
Q. How long had you been under hi~ care? 
A. About two or three years. I don ft know the definite 
length of time but certainly two years, probably more. 
Q. You were suffering, I believe, fron1 rheumatism or ar-
thritis 7 I 
A. I don't know that it was arthritis. ] suffered with pains 
in my limb, back, head and face. I 
Q. Were you going· to any other doctor besides Dr. Lie-
bert! 
A. No, I am not. 
Q. At that time? 
A. No. 
Q. On February 12th you went to Dr. Alexander for the 
X-ray, for advice, and on the 13th the te th were pulled out. 
·when was it that Dr. Alexander came t your liomef 
A. About an hour after the teeth wer extracted. 
Q. You say Mr .. Hill called him up and sked him to come¥ 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. Did he come promptly when he was c lled to your home¥ 
A. On that occasion he did. 
Q. What did he do"/ 
A. He removed a piece-I suppose it was tooth. I am 
not a dentist. I can't tell you whether i~
1 
was tooth or bone 
but it ,vas something of that na11ure from the upper. 
page 21 ~ front gum and was sticking in \my lower lip. 
Q. He removed something frlm the gum at that 
time at your home7 
A. Yes, bone or tooth, one or the other. 
Q. Did he come to your home on any o her occasion 7 
A. He came the following week. 
Q. ·what did he do at that time 1 
A. lust looked in my mouth. 
Q. Looked in your mouth 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he come the second time in resp · use to a call from 
you or come of his own accord 7 
A. He came in response to three calls and a threat that 
Mr. Hill should go down and get him. 
Q. What do you mean by a threat 7 
A. A threat that if he didn't come, after having called him 
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the first two times, that he was goi~g to come down there and 
g·et him and make him come out there. 
'"' Q. l\fr. Hill was going to make him come? 
A. Yes. I was suffering so intensely that we didn't know 
whether something had gone wrong or not. 
Q. ·when w .. ere the three calls made that you speak of? 
A. I don't know what day the following week but some-
time the first part of the following week after the extraction 
was made, and it was made late in the evening 
page 22 ~ after Mr. Hill came from work. I should say 
around a bout or just after dinnertime. 
Q. ,,rha t time? 
A. He called him at his home, not at his office. 
Q. He called Dr. Alexander at his home? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the three calls you speak of were all made to the 
same place? 
A. Same place. 
Q. ·what interval elapsed between the calls 1 
A. I am really not in position to state that on oath be-
cause I was suffering· so I couldn't tell you but probably Mr. 
I:Iill could tell you. 
Q. Just a few minutes aparH 
A. No, I wouldn't say a few minutes apart. 
Q. All made after dinner one evening1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And to Dr. Alexander's hornet 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the threat referred to was a threat by Mr. Hill to 
go to Dr. Alexander's home and bring him out? 
A. He threatened to go there and get him. I am not sup-
posed to repeat anything. 
Q. And Dr. Alexander came to your home that night and 
looked in your mouth, you say 1 
page 23 } A. Yes. That is all he did, looked in my mouth. 
Q. Diel he suggest the use of any mouthwa~h or 
anv medicine? 
A. Not anything different from what he had told me at 
first. He had given me a list of things to do and I was doing 
them conscientiously. 
Q. "\Vhat was thH0 list of things to do? 
A. To use mouth wash and warm salt water and at first 
to keep an ice bag- on my face and then hot applications. 
Q. He told you to do all those thing·s f 
A. The usual things and I was doing them very conscien-
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tiously because I was suffering agony, rl am here to tell you. 
Q. After that did you go back to Dr. lexander's office¥ 
A. I went back there several times. I don't remember 
whether it was two or three times but ertainly as much as 
three times because I went once to get a iece of gum cut off, 
ragged g·um that was hanging down the front of my mouth. 
That was on the 26th of February, 193:, that the gum was 
cut off. I 
Q. He cut a piece of gum off? I 
A. Yes. 1 
A. 26th. 
Q. On the 27th of February! I' 
Q. Had he told you to come down to iis office then or did 
you go voluntarily! 
A. He told me to come do~n when I was able 
}Jage 24 ~ to get down and I had t. o ha e my sister go with 
me on the occasion when the gum was cut off. 
Q. On the night that he came out to lur home did he tell 
vou to come down to the office t 
· A. I don't recall that he did. He m have. I wouldn't 
say that he did not. He may have but h~ knew I wasn't able 
to g-et down there right then. . I 
Q. Diel you go back another time aft~r the 26th of Feb-
ruary, the time he took the piece of gum off? 
A. Yes. 1 · 
Q .. vVhen was thaU J 
A. I don't recall what dates they were. I was up and about 
:and naturally the dates weren't registeri g particularly right 
then but I know I was able to be out ant I know I went the 
latter part of the week of the 26th and think I \Vent once 
or twice after that but I do know that n the last occasion 
lie told me I need not come back, that everything was all 
rio·ht Q. ·You went to his office then altogethe about three times f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he examine your mouth on ea 'h occasion? 
A. He only looked in it. 
Q. He looked in it with his eyesig t, looked in your 
mouth! 
page 25 } A. Yes. 
Q. Did he put you in the entist chair f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And examined your mouth? 
A. I wouldn't say that he examined it. He just put me in 
the chair or at least I got in the chair nd he indicated he 
I 
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wanted to see in my mouth and see my gums and I opened my 
mouth and he looked in there. 
ci. You opened your mouth and he- looked in1 
A.. Yes. · 
· Q. Do you remember about when the last time wast ·was 
it within a few clays or a week or so¥ 
A. It was within, I should say-I don't like to say this 
because I can't swear to it, but I would say it was within· a 
week of lvlarch 7th. 
Q. Either before or after! 
A. Before. 
Q. A week before March 7th f 
A. Now please don't take it that I have stated that as m 
definite fact. 
Q. I am not trying to pin yon down to any de-finite date. I 
am trying~ to get the approximate time. On this last occa-
sion that you went to Dr. Alexander and yon opened your 
mouth and he looked in it, did yon have any complaint t0> 
make about your mouth? 
A. No, sir, it was just still raw. That was all.. 
page 26 ~ And he told me to come down and I went . 
. Q. You did not complain to him at that time 
about your mouth; you had none to make? 
A. Tb.ere wasn't any occasion to complain. My mouth was: 
terribly. sore but I had common sense enough to know that 
was natural under the circumstances·. 
Q. When did Dr. Rnth make the :first plate? 
A. Just after March 7th. I think I got the plate on the 
12th but I am saying that by a receipt that I have~ 
Q. 1937y · 
A. Ye·s. 
Q. When did he make the second platef 
A. He made that in October, 1937. Wait a minute. I beg 
your pardon-November, 1937. I went to him in Octol)er and 
the X~rays were made and roots removed, some in October-
and some in November. 
Q. Did you go to any dentist between March and October 
of 19371 
A. No, I did not. I was fed up on dentists. 
Q. Yon did not go to any Y 
A. No, I did not. 
·Q. ,v ere you being attended by a physician at that timer 
A. I was being attended by a physician all that time. I 
was still ill. 
Q. Dr. Liebert t 
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page 27 ~ A. Yes. ~ Q. Did you ever make a complaint to Dr. 
Liebert about your mouth at any time du ing that six or seven 
months? . 
A. I told him about the plate that was E. the upper jaw. He 
had asked me from time to time how I was getting on and 
that was about the state of the inquiry a out the mouth. 
Q. Did Dr. Liebert ever suggest to yoh that you might go 
back to the dentist about it Y i 
A. I have no recollection of him ever advising such a thing. 
Q. Dr. Liebert is a practitioner of tha~ school of medicine 
known as Osteopathy, is he not? 
A. And medicine. 
Q. And medicine both f 
A. Yes. 
Q. He specializes, ho·wever, in Osteopa hy? 
A. Osteopathy. 
Q. Who did you state was the dentist who had removed 
certain teeth besides Dr. Alexander¥ j 
A. Dr. Connell. 
Q .. Does he live in Richmond? 
A. His office was in the Loew Buildi g at that time but 
I haven't seen him since 1933 so I don't know where he is 
located. · I 
Q. And he drew three teeth f:] 
page 28 ~ A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Upper teeth? 
A. Upper left side, back here (indicati·ng). 
Q. Beginning with the wisdom tooth? 
A. And the next. j 
Q. In other words, the wisdom tooth and the two molar 
teeth next to tlie wisdom tooth? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And those are the only teeth 1 
A. Only dentist other than Dr. Alexand r who ever worked 
in my upper jaw. 
Q. And then who drew the other wisd m tooth? 
A. Dr. Alexander. ~ Q. When was that? ' 
A. I have no ~dea what yea.r that was. It was way back 
years ago. The tooth did not come throu when he removed 
it. 
Q. That was your right wisdom tooth? 
A. Yes, a.nd then he drew another to th in front of the 
left eyetooth. 
. 4 
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Q. What do you mean by "in front of it"? 
A. I mean forward from it, tO"ward the center of the mouth. 
Q. The one next to the eyetooth toward the cented 
A. Yes, and they were the only teeth that were ever ex-
tracted from my upper jaw. 
page 29 ~ Q. When was that? 
A. I don't know. I would judge around about 
war time, during the World War, I mean. 
Q. Nearly twenty years before the lasU 
A. I should say so, certainly fifteen years ago, if not more. 
Q. Fifteen to twenty years ago? 
A. Yes. 
DR. HARRY RUTH, 
a witness called on behalf of the plaintiff and being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Dr. Ruth, your full name is Harry Ruth? 
A. That is right. 
Q. What is your address? 
A. Office? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Methodist Building. 
Q. ·what is your profession¥ 
A. Dentistry. 
Q. In the general practice of dentistryf 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 30 ~ Q. How long have you been practicing? 
A. Some thirteen yea.rs or a little over. 
Q. You are licem;ed in the State of Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. From what school did you graduate? 
A. Medical College of Virginia. 
Q. Dr. Ruth, do you know Mrs. HilU Are you acquainted 
with Mrs. HilU 
A. Yes. 
Q. You made some plates for Mrs. Hill and operated on 
her upper jaw to remove some roots? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you the records and X-ray plates in Court? 
A. Yes.\ 
Q. Will you tell us when you first saw Mrs. Hill, if you 
can? 
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A. I :first saw Mrs. Hill a day or tw prior to the record 
of this first engagement which was on March 9th, 1937. 
Q. March 9th was the day when you r ally started to work? 
A. That is right. 
Q. What did you do that day1 
. A. Took an impression, an initial im \ression of the upper 
Jaw. 
Q. ,,7hat was the next day you saw hed 
A. The 10th. I 
Q. What did you do that d~y? 
page 31 ~ A. The second step. I 
Q. What was thaU [ 
A. Another impression. 
Q. When did you see her next? I 
A. The 11th. I 
Q. What did you do that day? I 
A. We tried in some teeth, what we pall a try-in. 
Q. What was the next time you saw her? 
A. The 12th. On that day the case wa 1 completed. 
Q. vVhen did you next see l\frs. Hill? 
A. I next saw Mrs. Hill on the 15th. 
Q. 15th of what? 
A. Of March. 
Q. Then what happened that day? 
A. We put a :filling in a lower tooth £or her and cleaned 
lier lower teeth. \ 
Q. When did you next see her? 
A. On April 26th. I 
Q. "\Vbat happened that day1 
A. On the 26th we did what we call a relining or a rebasing 
of the first plate. ~ Q. "\Vhy did you do that? 
A. That was to compensate for the shri kage of the tissues 
that had taken place during that month. 
Q. When did you next see l\ rs. Hill? 
page 32 ~ A. I didn't see Mrs. Hill f 1 r any dental work 
that we made a record of unt 1 October 25th. 
Q. ,vhat happened that day? 
A. "\Ve removed four roots. 
Q. From where? 
A. The upper right jaw. 
Q. Which teeth were they, Doctor, wh ch sockets? 
A. There is some gentleman present ere that was kind 
.enough to write that down one afterno 11. If I could call 
on him, I could give it as recorded. 
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Q. I happen to be the man. 
Mr. ·Parrish: W c also talked to Dr. Ruth. We have no 
objection. It is very hard to read those X-rays. We took it 
down: On the right side, first bicuspid, second bicuspid and 
two roots of tlie upper right first molar. 
Mr. Keiningham : On the right side I have got second 
upper bicuspid, one root and first bicuspid two roots and 
cuspid one root. 
Mr. Parrish: We didn't get the same thing. 
The Court: The controversy about what was clone I can'"t 
let go in evidence. The discussion between counsel is not 
in evidence, Gentlemen: You will have to disregard thaL If' 
that refreshes his mind he may go ahead and say 
page 33 ~ what the X-ray shows. 
A. I wish I had access to this gentleman's report that I 
gave him and we could use that as conclusive, the last time 
this was dis'cussed. 
The Court: A written report f 
Mr. Parrish: There was a. conference at which were present 
several people, Mr. Heflin, myself and Dr. Wash and Dr. Alex-
ander and Dr. Ruth, at which I suppose an hour was spent 
in looking at those X-rays to be sure to identify the correct 
teeth. There is no report. There were only pencil notes made 
at the time by Mr. Heflin but I think several doctors looked 
at the X-rays a.t tlrnt time and agreed on the identification of 
the teeth for whatever that is worth. That is just infor-
mation, not evidence, but all the doctors agreed that it wa.s a 
very difficult matter, after a lapse of time, to identify the 
teeth from the X-rays and tlrn.t wa.s the conclusion they finally 
reached. We are neither asking for nor objecting to the use 
of the notes. · 
The Court: If it will help the doctor and there is no ob-
jection to it, I will let him look them over. 
A. If I may sa.y a. word-I don't lmow wl1etI1er it is in order 
-I don't see how this record could in any way influence the 
testimony. It is just technical. ' 
The Court: I will let you lool{ at the record and see if it 
helps you to refresh your memory. 
page 34 ~ Mr. Keiningham: No obj'ection to using the 
record. 
.j 
! 
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Dr. Harry Ruth. 
Mr. Parrish: It is no record in any s nse except a memo-
randum made by :Mr. Heflin of the conv rsation. 
· Mr. Keiningham: That will be all rift. 
Mr. Parrish: I will hand to him, to aid his recollection, 
a copy of the memorandum that was ma e at this conference. 
Q. (The question was read as follows: W'hich teeth were 
they, Doctor, which sockets 1) I, 
A. The root of the first bicuspid, righti side, the root of the 
second bicuspid and hvo roots of the upper right first molar. 
i 
By Mr. Keiningham: I 
Q. How many in the first molar? I 
A. Two. I 
Q. First and secon<l: bicuspid f I 
A. That is right. I 
Q. And how about on the left side 1 i 
A. This was done on November 2nd: I Upper left central 
root and the root of the upper left .first bicuspid and the root 
of the upper left second bicuspid. \ 
Q. Doctor, will yon describe just whalt you had to do to 
get those roots out f I · 
page 35 ~ A. ,v en, I will try to descrtbe in language that 
you will understand. I 
I 
I By the Court: . 1 
I . Q. I understand from that you took out some roots from 
six different teeth? I 
A. That is right. 1 
Q. Three on the right upper and thre' on the left upper 
side? 
A. Yes. You want me to describe to 
By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Yes. 
A. vVell, we made an incision long en ugh to include the 
area occupied by these roots, parted the issue, and with the 
use of instruments were able to remove t e roots. 
Q. Doctor, would you mind sl10wing th , Jury on your own 
mouth just about the position in the up er jaw ·where the 
roots came from? 
A. The root of the first bicuspid woul :l be here, the root 
of the second bicuspid would be here ncl the two roots 
of the two molars would he directly behi cl that. 
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By the Court : 
Q. Then what comes next? How many more do you get to 
before you get to the wisdom teeth 1 
A. There is one more molar and then the tooth behind, that 
is the wisdom tooth. The left side-the root of 
page 36 ~ the upper left central would be here, the root of 
the upper left first bicuspid would be here and the 
root of the upper left second bicuspid would be next' to that. 
By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Doctor, as a result of the operation on Mrs. Hill's jaw, 
what effect did that have on wearing the temporary plate? 
Mr. Parrish: We object to that question. What temporary 
plate are you .talking about? 
Mr. Keiningham: He states he made a plate for-her. 
Mr. Parrish: She had been wearing it six months at the 
time. There was no questio.n of a temporary plate. We 
object to that. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
l\fr. Parrish : Exception. 
A. ·v; ell, it injured the fit of the case, naturally. 
By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. In what way? . 
A. Well, there were some parts removed over which this 
case fitted at one time. 
Q. As a result of tl1is operation was it necessary to make 
the second plate? 
A. That is what I advised, yes, sir. 
Q. And you did make the second plate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 37 ~ Q. Doctor, it has been stated here that there 
was a conference there between Dr. Alexander and 
several other doctors and yourself. At this conference was 
there any denial that these were the roots of the teeth that 
Dr. Alexander extracted Y 
Mr. Parrish: I object to that .. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
By the Court : 
· Q .. These particles of root that were taken out, were they 
picked up by the X-ray, and did I understand you-I think 
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I did-that the X-ray was made befor, this operation and 
thf. iyJ~e X-ray that was made before
1
Y 
CROSS EXAMINATI N. 
By Mr. Parrish: 
Q. Dr. Ruth, at the time, some six or seven months before, 
when the first plate was made, did you observe anything wrong 
with this lady's gums and mouth which would have indicated 
that it was not proper to have fitted the; plate in her mouth 
at that time? 
A. No, I did not. 
page 38 } L. A. HILL, 
a witness called on behalf of the plaintiff~ being 
first duly sworn, testified as f o1lows: 
Examined by Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. Mr. Hill, you live at 703 Libby A enueY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where are you employed Y 
A. C. & 0. Railroad. 
Q. How many yea.rs have you been do, .
1 
there? 
A. Thirty. 
Q. And you are the husband of Mrs. M]iriam D. Hill~ 
A. Yes, sir. I · 
Q. ]\fr. Hill, did you have some conversation with Dr. Alex .. 
and er about the extraction of teeth for iJour wife? 
A. I did on the day prior to the extraction. 
Q. You talked directly to Dr. Alexanj1rt 
A. I talked to him on the phone. . . 
Q. And Y?~ recognized that as Dr. exander's voice? 
A. Yes, sn. . -
Q. How long have you known Dr. Alex nderY 
A. At least twenty years. 
Q. What, if anything, did you say to . Alexander about 
the case and what did he say to you Y 
Mr. Parrish: Just a moment. He can robably rebut any 
statements made by Dr. Alexander havi g reference to the 
charges made in this case. H cannot repeat his 
page 39 ~ own -conversation except inso ar as it may be 
necessary to show what the conversation was 
about. 
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L.A. Hill. 
Mr. Keiningham: That is exactly what ·we are after. 
The Court: You are limited to that. 
By :M:r. Keiningham : 
Q. Mr. Hill, you say this took place on the day tlrn X-ray 
was made? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And after the X-ray was made °l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. Yon want to know wha.t the conversation wasf 
Q. Yes. 
The Court: Just a conversation is too broad. I don't know 
what this gentleman was talking about. 
l\fr. Keiningham: He already said he discuss·ed the re-
moval of his wife's teeth. ·what we want is the conversation 
as to the removal of the teeth. 
A. Shall I go ahead? 
The Court: I am at a loss to know what is sought to be 
elicited from this witness. Removal of teeth would cover 
such a wide field. 
By Mr. Keiningham: 
Q. l\fr. Hill, at the time yon Imd this conversation with 
Dr. Alexander, did you have any discussion with 
page 40 ~ him about the anesthesia to be used? 
A. I asked him what he was going to use and he 
said gas. 
Q. And at that time was there any discussion about the 
number of teeth to be removed? 
A. He claimed he was going to remove eleven and three 
roots that were left by some butcher. 
Q. Diel you see Dr. Alexander again 1 I mean did you talk 
to Dr. Alexander again? · 
A. I next saw him a few hours after the extraction. 
By Mr. Parrish: 
Q. A few hours? 
A. The same day that be extracted the teeth. 
By l\ir. Keiningham: 
Q. Where did you see him! 
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A. In my home. 
Q. Who was there at that time? 
A. My wife and Mr. Abraham. 
Q. At that time did you talk to Dr. f lexander about this 
operation? 
A. I asked him how the operation c me out and he said 
it was very clean, he had no trouble at all, that he took all 
the teeth out in four minutes and added ~hat that was a little 
longer than it usually took him to take·I out that number of 
teeth. 
page 41 ~ Q. Did he say anything to you about any roots 
being left in your wife's mouth¥ 
A. He said he made a clean job, there was nothing at all 
left. I 
CROSS EXAMINATI<f)N. 
I . 
By Mr. Parrish: I 
Q. Mr. Hill, Mrs. Hill stated you had ~o threaten Dr. Alex- , 
antler on some occasion after this opei~+-tion. Will you tell 
us about what happened? 
A. I called him. She was suffering te, ribly one night and 
I called him at home and I finally made 
1
a brief call and told 
him if he could not come up I would coJe down for him my-
self. · 
Q. That just meant an accommodation to give him a ride? 
A. Yes, I was anxious to get him. [ 
Q. Did you go for him 1 
A. No, sir, he cmue, I should say, wijthin an hour and a 
ha1f from the first call. \ 
Q. ·what time of night was it when hej:came, do you Im.ow? 
A. I would say between eight and nin o'clock. 
Q. Diel you pay Dr. Alexander's bill Jourself or did Mrs. 
Hill pay it? · 
A. I paid it myself. · 
Q. According to Dr. Alexander's offi e record, you paid 
him in full $25 on .July 23rd, ]937; is that correct, 
page 4~ ~ as you remember? ~ 
A. I can't remember the da e. I have a receipt 
wllich will show the date. · 
Q. Did you call by his office and pay he money in cash? 
A. At his office. 
Q. At that time is it not true that the bill was $32 and you 
asked him to accept $25 in full paymen .f 
A. No, sir, not in that way. I went o Dr. Alexander's 
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office with five $5 bills and asked llim if that would pay my 
bill in full, and without hesitation he said "Yes'' it would 
and took the $25 and receipted my bill. 
Q. You had received a bill from him, however, for $32 prior 
to that, hadn't you? 
A. I had received a bill. I can't remember the amount of 
the bill. 
Q. At that time in July did you have any complaint to make 
about his extraction of teeth from Mrs. l-Iill 's mouth! 
A. I remarked to him that her mouth was awfully sore. 
Q. In Julyf 
A. And that her general condition had not improved. 
Q. You told Dr. Alexander that in July? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he sa.y? 
A. No remark at all. 
page 43 ~ Q. ·Just didn't answer you 1 
A. Took my $25 and gave me a receipt. 
Q. Just didn't answer your remark at all about her mouth 
being soref 
A. No. 
Q. ·what was l\Irs. Hill doing at the time about her mouth 
being sore? 
A. She was being- attended by another dentis:. 
Q. Who was that t 
A. Dr. Ruth. 
Q. Being attended by Dr. Ruth during the summer, at the 
time you paid the bill 1 
A. That was in the period that he ,vas making these plates. 
,vitness stood aside. 
Mr. Keiningham: The plaintiff rests. 
page 44 ~ INSTRUCTIONS. 
T~e Court instructs the jury that in assessing the plaintiff's 
damages, you should do so with reference to the following: 
1. The nature, character and extent of her injuries, and her 
physical and mental pain occasioned solely by any neglect of 
the defendant. 
2. Any sums for dental bills incurred solely because of neg-
lect bv the defendant. 
And· you sl10ulcl fix her damages at such sum as will fairly 
and fully compensate the plaintiff for any damages so sus-
tained, but not to exceed the amount sued for. 
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page 45 } INSTRUCTIONS. 
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"A." 
Gentlemen of tho jury, the only isste submitted to you 
is ,vhether or not l\Irs. Hill has sustain d any damages that 
she would not otherwise have sustained y reason of the sev-
eral particles or pieces of tooth being lefr in her gum and not 
extracted therefrom by Dr. Ale.Xander. ?:here is no issue be-
fore you as to whether Dr. Alexander :was guilty of negli-
gence or not in the manner in which he treated the plaintiff, 
but merely the question as to whether s~e has sustained any 
damage by reason of particles being left in her gum, which 
she would not otherwise have sustained, hnd if so what dam-
ag~ I 
page 46 ~- I, Willis D. Miller, Judge of ithe Law and Equity 
Court of the City of Richmonq., who presided over 
the foregoing trial of Miriam D. Hill, PJaintiff, against Dr. 
Joseph A. Alexander, Defendant, do certi~y that the foregoing 
is a true and correct copy and report of Jhe evidence and all 
of the evidence, a.ll of the instructions ~ranted and refused 
by the Court, and other inc.idents of the said trial of the said" 
cause, with the exceptions and objectio,1s of the respective 
parties as therein set forth. 
And I do further certify that the attor~ey for the plaintiff 
had reasonable notice, in writing, given by the defendant of 
the time and plaee when the foregoing rep~rt of the testimony, 
instructions, exccptio1is and other inciden1s of the trial would 
he tendered and presented to the undersjgncd for signature 
and authentication. 
Given under my hand this 19th day d£ September, 1938, 
within sixty clays after the entry of thd final judgment in 
said cause. ' 
"\VILLI, D. MILLER, 
Judge of the Law and : quity Court of the 
City of Richmond. 
page 47 r And the said defendant, by h s counsel, produces 
to the jury the following evide ce to maintain the 
issue on his part, to-wit: (None.) 
And the said defendant says _that the matter aforesaid, 
so introduced and shown in evidence to th ' jury by the plain-
tiff, is not sufficient in law to maintain th said issue on the 
part of the plaintiff, and that he, the sai defendant, is not 
bound by the law of the land to answer th' same; 
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Wherefore, for want of sufficient matter in that behalf to 
the said jury shown in evidence, the said defendant prays 
judgment and that the jury aforesaid may be discharged from 
giving any verdict upon the said issue, and that the said 
plaintiff may be baned from having or maintaining her afore-
said action against him, and for grounds of his said demurrer 
to the evidence, the defendant states in writing: 
1. That the- said evidence does not show that the defendant 
was guilty of any negligence which was the cause of any dam-
age to the plaintiff. . 
2. That the plaintiff has not sustained her burden of proof 
by the showing of any affirmative act of negligence on the 
part of the defendant. 
3. That the plaintiff has not sustained tI1e burden of proof 
by showing affirmatively any connection between any act or 
acts on the part of the defendant and ill results, if any, suf-
, fered by the plaintiff. . 
4. That the condition of tlle plaintiff's mouth and gums 
was the result of conditions ordinarily incident to 
page 48 }- the same and similar operations for the extraction 
of teeth, of which she assumed the risk. 
5. That the defendant undertook, in treating the plaintiff, 
only to possess and use such skill and exercise such care as 
is ordinarily possessed, used and exercised by other dentists 
specializing in the extraction of teeth in similar localities, in 
good' standing and in the same general line of practice; that 
the burden of proof was on the plaintiff to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that the defendant did not pos-
sess such skill or exercise such care; that in arriving 
at the standard to which the defendant is bound· to conform 
in connection with the treatment and operation of the plain-
tiff there can only be considered the testimony of other 
dentists who are in good standing and familiar with the 
methods of treatment and operation ordinarily followed in 
similar cases in similar localities, and it is not permitted 
that the jury or the Court should set up arbifrary standards 
of their or its own by which to measure tl10 skill or care pos-
sessed or used by the defendant. 6: That it is equally as probably that the fragments of root 
in plaintiff's mouth ,vere present or remained in said mouth 
on account of a cause for which the defendant is not respon-
sible as on account of a cause for which he is responsible. 
7. That even though roots were ]eft in the plaintiff's moutll 
from teeth extracted or partially extracted by the defendant, ] 
that fact standing alone is not sufficient to raise an inference 
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or presumption of negligence n the part of the de-
page 49 ~ fendant. 
8. That there is no evidenc that the defendant 
failed to follow the usual and approved f.1 ustom and practice 
of operation and treatment in this case. 
9. That the law is that the dcfendan , in undertaking to 
treat and extract teeth from the plaintiftir did not insure per-
fect results or results satisfactory to trre plaintiff, but only 
undertook to possess and exercise that\ degree of ordinary 
care which is common to and exercised by the average 9f the 
members of the profession, specializing ~n the extraction of 
teeth, in good standing· in similar localitirs. 
10. That the doctrine of res ipsa loqu,ittr does not apply in 
mal-pra,ctice cases aga.inst doctors and deittists, but there must 
be evidence on behalf of the plaintiff othen than the bad result, 
and there must he some expert evidence irt behalf of the plain-
tiff as to the standard of professional c~re and skill. 
11. That issues of fact involving specialized methods of 
treatment in malpractice cases against doctors and dentists 
arc to be decided only hy the standarcls~·xecl by experts, and 
neither the jury nor the Court can set up an arbitrary stand-
ard of their or its own. 
PARRISH, BUTCHE j & PAR.RISH, 
W. J. PARRISH, JR., 
Counsel for defendant. 
A. N. HEFLIN. I 
page 50 ~ (JOINDER.) \ 
The plaintiff says that the matters af~resaicl to the jury 
aforesaid, shown in evidence, arc sufficient in law to maintain 
the issue joined on the part of the plaintilff. 
·wherefore, forasmuch as the said cl I fondant has given 
no answer to the same, said plaintiff de ands judgment and 
that the jury be discharged. 
RUSSELL l EININGHAM, 
Con· sel for plaintiff. 
page 51 ~ And now at this day, to-wit: · .t a Law and Equity 
Court of the City ·Of Richmon , held the 19th day 
of September, 1938. 
I 
This day came the plaintiff and defendc nt, by counsel, and 
the demurrer to the evidence l1aving be n argued and the 
Court being of opinion that the evidence is sufficient in law 
for the plaintiff to maintain the issue join cl on her part, doth 
overrule the said demurrer to the eviden e ; to which action 
of the Court the defendant excepted. 
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Therefore it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
recover again.st the defendant the sum of Three hundred dol-
lars with interest thereon to be computed after the rate of 
six per centum per annum from the 25th day of April, 1938, 
until paid and her costs by her a.bout her suit in this behalf 
expended. 
Memorandum: Upon the trial of this case the defendant, by 
counsel, excepted to sundry opinions of the Court given 
against him and on his motion leave is hereby given him to 
file bills of exceptions or certificates of exception herein a.t any 
time within sixty days from this date as prescribed by law. 
Upon the further motion of the defendant, by counsel, it is 
ordered tha.t the judgment this day rendered in this case be 
suspended for a period of ninety days from this date, and 
thereafter until the defendant's said petition is acted on by 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of- Virginia, if such petition 
is actually filed within the time specified herein, in 
page 52 ~ order to enable the said defendant to apply for a 
writ of error and supersedeas, upon condition that 
said defendant, or some one for him, within fifteen days from 
this date, enter into bond before the Clerk of this Court in 
the penalty of Four hundred dollars with surety to be ap-
proved by said Clerk and conditioned according to law. 
And subsequently on the same day, to-wit: at a Law and 
Equity Court of the City of Richmond, held the 19th day of 
_Sep~ern ber, 1938. 
On the motion of the def end ant, by counsel, and after due 
written notice to the plaintiff, the stenographic transcript of_ 
the testimony and other incidents of the trial was authenti-
cated pursuant to Rule 24 of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
by the Judge of this Court and this day lodged with the Clerk 
of this Court, and is ordered to be made a part of the record 
in this case. 
page 53 ~ I, Luther Libby, Clerk of the Law and Equity 
Court of the City of Richmond, do hereby certify 
that the foreg-oing is a true transcript of the record in the 
above entitled action wl1erein Miriam D. Hill is plaintiff 
and Joseph A. Alexander is defendant, and that the plaintiff 
had due notice of the intention of the defendant to apply 
for such transcript. 
Witness my hand this 22nd day of September, 1938. 
LUTHER LIBBY, Clerk. 
Fee for Record, $20.00. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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